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Hair length fought

"The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community is the
Integrity of its Newspaper-

WEDNESDAY—JANUARY 20, 1971

A Good Opportunity
County Agent Ted Howard and his associates are
embarkineon an ambitious program to try and
prove to young men who may be interested in
farming that such a vocation is still within their
grasp.
A large amount of capital is vital to any person
just entering the business of farming. There are
such things as big tractors, with all the things that
go with them, combines, labor, etc. not to mention
the purchase of sufficient farm land to plant enough
crops to make the venture worthwhile.
What Howard proposes is that a young man grow
dark fired tobacco. He points out that the quota for
Calloway County is 2800 acres and of this amount
only about 1800 acres is being utilized. The County Agent is promoting the thinking that
a young man can acquire a small farm, 80 or 90
acres, lease about fifteen acres of dark fired
tobacco base, purchase a minimum of equipment
.to work this acreage, then go to work.
Few of our farriVerotit are as stable as-dailt-fired
tobacco. In fact, if anything, it has tended to go
upward in price. The market remains fairly steady
as far as supply and demand goes. Comparatively
speaking little burley is grown in Calloway County
and the emphasis is on dark fired tobacco.
Mr. Howard admits that a young farmer entering
the area of growing dark fired tobacco is asking for
a lot of work, hard work. But he still insists that
farming is open and not a closed society, to be
participated in only by those with the money to buy
the necessary expensive machinery and land.
We tend to agree with him. He does say it will
take work, which is an unpleasant word in some
quarters. He points out that a young man can make
money working a fifteen acre dark fired tobacco
base and if he does this for ten or twelve years
possibly, then he can acquire enough money to
enter _most anyi, other phase of farming that he
might desire.
To a young farmer in his 20's,'this ten or twelve
year period may seem like a lifetime, but actually
it is not. Anyone in mid-life can testify to this. This
ten or twelve years he speaks of will be a period of
hard work, but we do not know of any vocation that
is worthwhile, that is remunerative, that is not hard
work.
One advantage of a young farmer entering this
field is that he will have a definite goal before him,
something toward which to Work. This one fact
should be enough to galvanize some into action
because there are so many young people today who
have no goal in sight and several potentially
productive years are wasted.
We have seen many lives suddenly take on
meaning when the individual finally sights his goal.
Before that time he may thresh about, floating like
flotsam and jetsam on the sea of life, aimlessly,
fruitlessly.
When the goal materializes in his mind and his
purpose is crystallized, then he sets sail and steers
a definite course.
We wish County Agent Howard well in his,
program to interest young Calloway County farmers in growing dark fired tobacco. If he is successful, then he will be doing a great service not
only for the young people involved, but he will also
have a. great part in adding to the economy of the
county and in setting up the future on a stable basis.

Ten Years Ago Today
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Mrs. Maude Phillips, age 71, died yesteeday at her home in
Royal Oak, Mich. The funeral will be held in Murray with burial in
a cemetery here.
Neale Mason, a member of the Murray State College music
faculty, will be featured as a soloist in the concert by the MSC
Symphony Orchestra

A.'

Mrs Paula Bishop of Chicago,111.., will review the book, "The
Night They Burned The Mountain" by Dr. Tom Dooley at the
meeting of the Murray Woman's Club on January 23.
,"The Time Machine" is showing at the Murray Drive In
Theatre.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Master, who did sin, this man, or his parents, that be was born
blied?—John 9:2.
Jesus replies, Neither hath this man sinned, nor his parents
Bid the glory of God can become plain in the midst of evil:

Judge says even arist couldn't attend this school
MARQUETTE. MICH. (UPII: The
dress code at Johnston High School
stated that a student's hair could be no
longer than "eyebrow length in front,
collar length without curls in the back,
with no more than ai iar .covered on
each side."
But a federal judge, whose own salt! and-pepper hair curls onto the back of

Governments Supply Over
$21 Million Local Income
the form of government checks,
the Tax Foundation shows. In the
Calloway County the average is
25.2 cents.
The total amount obtained
from governmental sources
during the year, via payrolls,
pensions and the like, added up to
$161 billion.
Based upon a state-by-state
Of this sum, over $93 billion
analysis by the Tax Foundation
came from Washington and the
the
of data recently released by
other Mrbillion from state and
U. S. Office of Business
local governments.
Economics, about 24.3 percent of
Some communities get an
Calloway
income
ineach dollar of
exceptionally high proportion of
County's area is from public
their income from these sources,
funds. It came to approximately
it is noted, due to a greater
taxes,
in
1969.
after
$12,494,000,
amount of public employment in
Taken into account in the study this area or due to a high conwere payments of wages and centration of retired people.
salaries to people on government The ratio of government
payrolls, the amounts going to payments to personal income
those receiving social security was highest, 49.2 perectt, in the
benefits and outlays for unem- District of Columbia, because of
ployment compensation, pen- the many Federal employees
interest and public there. Alaska, with 45.7 percent,
sions,
was next.
assistance.
State and local contributions to
For Calloway County, applying personal income were lowest in
the state average locally, the 24.3 New Hampshire, 7.1 percent, and
cents consists of 15.8 cents highest in New Mexico, 13.4
received from the Federal percent.
government and 8.5 cents from With government payrolls on •
the rise and social security and
state and local agencies.
Throughout the United States other benefits expanding, public
as a whole, 21.7 cents of every funds are becoming an everdollar of personal income increasing source of personal
received by Americans comes in income.
NEW YORK, —How big a part
do government dollars—Federal,
state and local—play in the
financial affairs of Calloway
County residents? How much of
their personal income comes
from these sources?

Appalachian Semestqr
Program Gets Praises

SOUTH

The Almanac

Miss Anne Woods and John Thomas Murdock, Callowal
students at the University of Kentucky, have been selected to
serve on the UK Committee of 240 for 1950-51, the UK Public
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLLSIIER
Relations Department announced.
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
George Allbritten was installed as Master Counselor of Murray
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, see- not for the best Order, DeMolay chapter.
interest of our readers.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Collins of
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:. WALLACE WITMER CO., 1509
Murray Route Five on January 13, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Madison Ave. Memptus, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y, Ward, College Station, on January 15.
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
"Gingles Wallis building a new home on Olive Street and
Burgess Parker is building a new home on Main Street",from the
Entered Daily at the Post Office, Murray Kentucky, for
column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray".
transmission as Second Class Matter

SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 35e, per
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $5.50;
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00, Elsewhere $16.00. All service subscripuons $8.00.
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his collar, in effect struck down the
code yesterday on the grounds that
even Jesus Christ couldn't adhere to it..
District Judge Noel P. Fox,
Grand ItapietS1, Mich.. granted a preliminary injunction which prevents officials
at the high school in the Upper Peninsula community of Bessemer from continuing to ban Gordon Mills, 17, a
senior, suspended Nov. 9 because his
hair was too long.
"I pray to God," Fox told school officials, "that in these United States we do
not judge a man by the length of his
hair or the clothes he wears, but rather

we try to evaluate hini,on his humanity,
his personality.
"Even Jesus Christ couldn't go to
your high school Neither could the 12
apostles."
The preliminary injunction follows
the filing of a $5000 civil damage suit
against school officials by the honor
student's father, Dr. Gordon Mills, an
optometrist who claims bis son has
been denied his constitutional rights.
Fox, I n is suing the injunction,
said the school should provide some
means to give the youth additional
instructions to help him catch up with
his classmates. School rules limit suspensions to three days and Mills had
been coming in every fourth day to
hand in his homework before being
suspended again.
Fox has not yet set a trial date on
the suit and Mills could graduate before
he does.

SI
TI

By United Press International
Today is Wednesday, Jan. 20,
he 20th day of 1971.
The moon is between its first
luarter and full phase.
The morning stars are Mars,
Jupiter and Venus.
The evening star is Saturn.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Capricorn.

American figure skater Carol
Heiss was born Jan. 20, 1940.
On this day in history:
In 1892 students at the
Springfield, Mass., YMCA,
played the first official basketball game.
In 1936 King George V of
England died.
In 1969 Richard Nixon was
inaugurated as 37th President of
the U.S.
In 1970 the U.S. and Red
China resumed the Warsaw
talks.
A thought for the day: British
Poet Philip Bailey said, "It
matters not how long we live,
but how."
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Kentucky's- eiectiops: A
sign pointing to 1972?
BY DREW VON BERGEN
UMMI FRISS lagermtlesel

State
tteWASHINGTON:
Kentucky
publican Chairman John H. Kerr, L,exington, said Friday the Republican National

Committee was "interested" in this year's
gubernatorial race in the Blue Grass State,
but he sees no evidence of financial support.
Kerr commented in an interview during the annual meeting of the national
-GOP Committee here.

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
b.11 NORTH

753-6333

3:30 5:30 7:30 9:30

strengin in a presidential year," he commented when asked whether or not the

WHIRS
RAD OTHER
STRAW/RS

GOP will regain the seat in 1972.
He also noted President Nixon carried
Kentucky in both his 1960 and 1968 bids.
Also dispelling the notion of a GOP
setback last year, Kerr cited the fact that
Judge'Homer Neikirk of court of appeals,
won election with 62 per cent of the vote,
while Democrats -in his judicial district
outregistered Republicans 60 to 40 per

cent
His Optinikolla in the gubernatorial race
fielifiWned by the tight Democratic primary - between Lt. Gov. Wendell
H. Ford and former Gov. Bert T. Combs.

Kerr also acknowledged former Public
Service Commissioner Thomas Emberton
is in the lead for the GOP nomination, but
said the rest of the slate is not set. "I
think they're still working on the balance
of the ticket," he said.

BARBOURVILLE, KY.—The sociology or social work. It is an
unique Appalachian Semester in-depth study of theiimplications
program at Union College was of social and cultural conditions
described as "distinctly in- in Appalachia—from an Innovative in spirit, adding a very terdisciplinary approach, insignificant
dimension
of cluding such fields as' history.
'relevance' to
the college economics, linguistics.
LOOKING TOWARD THIS year's statecurriculum," in a special geography, politics, and religion.
wide races. Kerr said the GOP outlook was
evaluation report released today. The evaluation committee
"very favorable . . . due to the climate arid
Evaluation was made by a commended the program for
:satisfaction with the Nunn administration."
committee appointed by the development of student enHe added Kentuckians also are satisDepartment of Educational thusiasm towards learning.
Institutions, the Division of "Intense interest was highly
fied with their congressional and Senate
Higher Education of the United evident in our interviews with the , representatives.
Methodist Church. Editor of the students, observation of them in
He said Sen. John Sherman Cooper,
in-depth, 97-page report was Dr. the classroom, from the conte
(R., Ky.). is "established," and added Sen.
J. Kerry
Rice, associate of their papers, and from the
Marlow W. Cook, (R., Ky.),. "Has already
begun to show his leadership."
prufessor at Kent School of Social comments and attitude of tin
He brushed aside an inference that the
Work, University of Louisville. faculty. The students are given
loss of the third Congressional District
Other members of the evaluation direction, but must take the
seat in Louisville last year was an indicacommittee were Dr. Richard N. initiative."
tion of Republican disfavor.
Bender, director of the Depart- The report quoted a student as
Kerr said former Rep. William 0.
ment of Educational Insitutions saying, ". .the Semester is the
Cowger, who lost, had a "very difficult"
of the United Methodist Church; most open-ended program I've
contest from the outset because of a large
Ralph 'Grieser,
assistant ever been a part of, because the
Democratic registration edge.
professor of Christian Education possibilities are limitless, and
at West Virginia Wesleyan each student is responsible for
"WE SHOULD BE able to show more
College; and the Rev. Randle B. himself. I have been guilty in'
some
courses
of doing just
Dew, director of volunteer, service,- the United Metho
'
dist enough to get a certain grade, but
the Semester, I honestly feel
Church.
The consensus of the com- that my program is what I make
mittee was that the Appalachian it. It can be done in other courses,
Semester "achieved its goal but only exceptional students
Viet vets quizzed
commendable, to combine both manage to operate that way: in
classroom and on the scene ex- the Semester, we are all aware of
on rules of combat
periences into a 'live and 'learn the challenge to educate -ourUPTHI.11.
situation' where total in- selves."
BY DAVID JENSEN
volvement of the student may The main strength of ApANGELES
LOS
(UPI): After,the dislosure of the
palachian Semester,.according to
take place."
My Lai massacre, the Defense Department secretly
The full-semester Appalachian' the. report, is its faculty. "We
questioned soldiers returning from, Vietnam about
study program, which draws were very impressed with the
their comprehension of the rules of Ortibat and how
high
.
degree
of
Competency,
students from many states, other
prisoners of war should be treated.
colleges and universities, takes flexibility and enthusiasm of the
An important issue in the My Lai court-martial is
Although
the
its cue from such programs as faculty."
the knowledge or tat of knowledge about such
curriculum
is
innovative,
it
was
the Washington Semester at the
matters.
American University and the described as "academically
Witnesses have testified that they were not
United Nations Semester at Drew sound and capable of meeting the
properly taught about how to treat POWs and that
they believed they were following orders in 141Eg.
University. The concept was first objectives of the program."
babies, women and elderly men in My Lai.
recommended by a study com- * Community involvement was
A Vietnam veteran from California revealed the
mittee of the University Senate also praised: "The strong emexistence of the survey to United Press Internationwas first recommended by a phasis on 'getting out' into the
al It has not become part of the public record in the
of the community and the use of
study -Committee
court-martal.
leaders
University'Senate of the United community
as
He was told that even the fact that the survey
Methodist Church, because guest lecturers are steps toward
was being taken was classified and that it was not to
"Union College is already at moving the college into the
be disclosed.
work with institutions to deal community where the people can
with Appalachian problems . see the correlation of the college
The survey consisted of acme 50 multiple choice
.and the college is best fitted, to them."
and true-false questions.
Examples:
About a dozen students have
because of its location, to be the
center
of
'Appalachian regiatered for the program next
• "You have taken a badly-wotinded Viet Cong
education." A grant of S50,000 semester according to Director
prisoner. Does he have the right to medical treatwas received from the Depart- Julian Mosley. Eight of these will
ment?"
ment of Voluntary Service of the be transfer students from Iowa,
•"If the Viet Cong use a flag of truce as a cover
United Methodist Church to help Mississippi, Minnesota, .New
for hostile action, you have the right to do so also?"
launch the program last spring Hampshire, New York, PennThe former soldier said all 100-150 men being
and provide scholarships for sylvania, Tennessee and -Texas:
processed with him in February, lrfC713, took the
• . "We were pleased with the
• .
needy students. ...
survey, which had Defense Department initials at
the bottom.
The eomprehensive academic student interest and the
program, including classroom evaluation of the Appalachian
t. The veteran added that he had had no training in
and field experience, provides 15 Semester by the Methodist. ' how to treat noncombatants or suspected Viet Cong.
,
.
semester hours of credit in Church," Mosley said.
le-ir
i eoeiesterssie,--eseeeee:efs...e.e.s.,eves rc ',ORR 4...TATIMIRIIIMG.,. u

Secret GI survey
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KENTUCKY IS ONE of two states in the
' "A devisive campaign will hurt
nation with a governor's race this yeatl
them,"
and the only one where a serious contest
Kerr said.

is forecast. The other, Mississippi, traditionally elects a Democrat to the post with
little Republican opposition.
Kerr said he had some conversations at
the meeting with fellow delegates about
the Kentucky situation, but no formal
discussion.
"I'm satisfied they are going to be
Interested." Kerr said, but added.
"I don't have any evidence., of mousey
from the committee."
•
In the aftermath of massive losses by
the Republican Party last year in gubernatorial races, the Nixon administration undoubtedly would like to hold onto Kentucky to act as a catalyst for 1972 presidential support.,
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KAMA SUTRAIn
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WARNING-

THE INTERNATIONALLY
RENOWN COOKS ON WHICH THIS PICTURE IS
RASED HAVE ONLY RECENTLY SKIN PERMITTED
SOLD THROUGH LEGAL CHANNELS

\p3 et

KAMA SUTRA

-4,tt

the famous rlassic of physical love long forbidden
as a hook now tells its story as a movie.

KAMA SUTRA
the motion picture with important and revealing
sequences photographed where 500 million pettple
use KAMA SUTRA mystic marriage techniques to
improve their love life

•

KAMA SUTRA
states that nature sewed the seed of passion in
man and this passion should be satisfied.

KAMA SUTRA
love making done properly is the perfect symbol
of liberation— embracing — kissing — hitting and
scratching -- the ways of lying down — the sounds
of love making.

Admission Restricted to 18 and Over
or Marriage License
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SEC To Look For Ways
To Cut Down Expenses
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By David Moffit
UPI Sports Writer

Pistons Top
Seattle By
Four Points

at bowltime. The Southeastern by- the NCAaii.
UPI—The New
There's more flexibility in the NEWYORK
Conference sent five teams to
physician said
team
Jets'
York
four bowls in a three-day span. 1.6 rule and SEC coaches figure
ATLANTA ( UPI)—Even the "We're not really that rich," an they'd be able to keep some of Tuesday that Joe Nemeth should
rich fret about money these days. SEC spokesman protested. "The those hot-shot athletes they lose be able to play in the 1971 season
Dr. James Nicholas said that
Take the Southeastern Con- Big Ten has bigger gates, better to the 750 standard.
broken wrist
ference, for instance. Its coffers television deals and a whopping
But it's the college presidents, X-rays of Nanzath's
By Richard L. Shook
loaded with bowl and TV gold, the cut of the Rose Bowl. "But that's not the coaches, who have the revealed the math fracture had
I United Press International
SEC, having no other really beside the point," our reluctant vote in the Southeastern Con- healed
pressing problem at present, is spokesman continued. "The rich ference and our spokesman sees The doctor said that he will "It's good to come back and
play," Spencer Haywood said.
expected to highlight its winter conferences and the rich schools no change
academic keep the cast on until late
in
February for precautionary - The Detroit Pistons enjoyed it
meeting next week in New are having financial troubles too. requirements.
S
use of the too . . .perhaps a bit more than
Orleans by looking for ways to "You've got to realize that
The annual winter meeting of reasons to restrain
cut down on athletic expenses. income simply isn't climbing as the SEC used to be a gathering hand and protect it from rein- Haywood, who returned to his
adopted hometown Tuesday night
This one would expect from a quickly as expenses."
place for the major independents jury.
school like Buffalo, which gave This problem of cutting back on in the seven-state region. Schools Dr. Nicholas added,"He should and made his most,impressive
up football after failing to fill a expenses came up at the NCAA like Florida State, Memphis State have no difficulty and should be performance as a member of the
year. After we National Basketball Association
12,000-seat stadium.
meeting in Houston last week and and Miami wanted to get into the able to play next
But the SEC? This is the con- although it was aired pretty good, conference, for scheduling and take off the cast it will take six with 24 points and 20 rebounds. It
weeks to remobilize it and he was his first start and he played
ference that plays before crowds nothing of importance came of it. other reasons.
throwing 46 minutes.
in the 60-70,000 range, gets its full The SEC isn't likely to reduce
But that's pretty much a dead should be able to begin
The Pistons beat Haywood and
share of the fall television its grants-in-aid, nothing as issue now days. After Georgia in April."
rest of the Seattle Superthe
at
me
bother
doesn't
wrist
"My
its
more
share
than
gravy—and
drastic as that. But the con- Tech and Tulane withdrew,
give me any Settles, 106-102, for their fifth
ference could decide to cut down, cutting the SEC to 10 members, a all and doesn't
'
"also, my straight win.
VAMP
slightly,on the number of players round-robin schedule was drawn pain," Namath said,
In other NBA games Cleveland
has
it
than
better
feels
knee
right
going on road trips and other up to assure all members played
lifting topped Buffalo, 111-79; New York
one another in football at least in a long time. I've been
money-saving innovations.
it feels much edged San Diego, 1.17413, in
and
ll
with
weights
years.
few
a
of
expects
couple
every
once
spokesman
Our
overtime; Chicago defeated
That round-robin goes into stronger."
ot the coachesto quibble over the
Portland, 123-111; Los Angeles
on
injttry
the
suffered
Nemeth
'present limit on grants-in-aid. effect in 1972.
hit late in the tripped Philadelphia, 134-114;
was
he
when
18
Oct.
relatively
a
80
be
sign
to
should
school
"'This
a
allows
rule
The
Billy Ray and San Francisco beat Cinnew football players in a two- quiet meeting," our spokesman fourth quarter by
was cinnati, 116-108.
Nemeth
Baltimore.
of
Smith
year span, with as many as 45 of said. "We've pretty well treshed
of the "Things are going a little better
those in any one year. You've got out all the major problems for the sidelined for the rest
struggled to a on the court," Haywood said.
to figure that a few coaches moment, except the for the need season and the Jets
By Herb Sparrow
Al Woodall "Two weeks ago when I came
with
record
4-10
can
are
to cut expenses so schools
grabbed their 45 last year,
.
into the league I wasn't in shape.
club.
the
limited to 35 this year, and don't live within their athletic quarterbacking
As far as shooting and rebounUnited Press International
it
if
en
short-ev
caught
budgets."
being
like
ding is concerned I'm probably at
Louisville Male continues to
to
expected
is
Nothing drastic
was their own doing.
my best right now."
lead the weekly UPI Kentucky
There'll be some static about come from that, any more than it
Dave Bing scored eight of his
High School Basketball Ratings,
requiring did from Houston.
rule
SEC
the
FOOTBALL OR BASKETBALL—Cuba's David Jones (25) appears to be throwing a near-perfect
game-high 27 points in the last
but the Bulldogs' lead over
penny
750
a
is
make
to
saved
But a penny
prospective athletes
Bob Lanier tallied six of side-body block on Calloway's Jerry Chapman mi. Also in the action are Tommy Swatzell (51), and
and
3:58
Louisville Central continues to
on their entrance exam-there earned.
his 19 in that stretch to bring Keith McClure (551. The Lakers won the contest in a squeaker 59-56.
dwindle.
always is. The coaches wculd like
Staff Photo by David Hill
Detroit from a 94-92 deficit to its
The defending state champs
the conference use only the FILLION TOPS ALL
see
to
backed
Len Wilkens
collected 16 first place votes
1.6 of Cminua standard called for
UPI )—Herve
New. York
Haywoold with 22 points.
fro"11*raChsardof('.oarhes and
Quebec,
Angers,
of
30,
Fillion,
The Cavaliers scored their fifth
total of 220 points, but Central
captured both the victory and
victory in eight games with the
was right on their heels with 200
earnings championships of the
Braves, as Cleveland has cappoints. Male lost its second game
1970 harness racing season with
AUSTIN, Tex. tUPI)—The lured only seven wins all season.
of the season this past weekend to
486 and $1,647,837, respectively. United Press International 1970 John Johnson led the way with 24
Nashville Cameron, the top-rated
football No. 1 Trophy will be points and Bobby Smith had 22.
team in Tennessee.
presented Saturday to the Mike Riordan netted all six of
Covington Catholic held on to
MEETING SCHEDULED
University of Texas Longhoims. his points in the extra session for
The Lakers hit 23 out of 47 field
its No. 3 rating, but there was
field goals by- score 59-6.
MEXICO CITY (UPI)—
as New York snapped Two last-second
Knicks
for
the
lead
the
for 49 per cent from the
goals
held
some juggling in the No. 4, Sand 6
had
Calloway
row.
and Mike Kline gave
Representatives of U. S. and For the second year in a
a four-game losing streak. Bill Pete Roney
positions. Bowling Green, which
the entire first half and' part of field. They shot a hot 72 per cent
59national
a
as
County-Lakers
chosen
was
Calloway
Texas
the
Mexican Triple—A Baseball
Bradley had 27 points, Walt
knocked off Tennessee's No. 8
the second when the Cubs pulled from the charity stripe, hitting 13
vistery over the Cuba Cubs
leagues will meet Wednesday„to collegiate gridiron champions Frazier 24 and Willis Reed 21 to
rated team Clarksville, moved
ahead early in the third quarter. of their 18 attempts.
schedule)
_ .
Saturday, January 16, the work out details for the first The presentation is
here
offset p points 4frominto the No. 4 slot after beiag
The Leiters had to play catch-up The Cubs hit 50 per cent from
with the two-d.
conjunction
in
pistol
World
next
State
University
Murray
Series
minor
league
znid With 59 seconds left in the ball for the rest of the game. The the field with 24 of 48 attempts.
Elvin Hayes,27 by au altii
sixth last week.
xas
,
T
the
of
convention
to
annual
Ohio
to
traveled
Dayton,
team
Mexico.
in
September
23 by Calvin Murphy.
Anderson County dropped one
one, Cubs' longest- lead was six points. Eight out of eighteen free shots
UPI Editors Association a' the (bet Walker's 32 points and 27 game, the Lakers trailed by
rung to No. 5, while Pleasure take part in a league match held
of 44-38, with 7:25 left in the final gave them 44 per cent from the
possession
had
Cubs
The
56-55.
Sheraton-Crest Inn.
by Jerry Sloan enabled the Bulls the ball but lost it when Darrell period. The Lakers cut it to one free
Ridge Park, which suffered its there.
throw
Cuba
line.
The Murray State varsity
first defeat of the year last week
trophy will be presented to to stampede by the Trail Blazers. Cragziprd stole it for Calloway. point several times during the outrebounded the Lakers 21-10.
The
Vied,
Jack
of
composed
team,
Friday niOn the Lakers travel
to Fairdale, dropped to No. 6.
Coach Darrell Royal and two Leeoy Ellis and rookie Geoff The Lakers took it downfloor with final minutes but were unable to
Breathitt County and Louisville Dennis Dement,Glynn Byars and
Steve Worster Petrie put in 27 and 26 for the 42 seconds left. Pete Roney took go ahead until the last few to St. Ma4tA in Paducah for their
members,
team
Mankal remained No. 7 and No. 8 Gary Johnson overwhelmed all
14th game of the 1970-71 season.
and Bill Atessis, at a luncheon losers.
one jump shot, missed it and seconds.
to
Jerry West scored 33 points and came up with his own rebound. Pete Roney picked up his
SCORING
respectively, while Louisville St. teams in boosting their record
Erwin Jr as
C.
Frank
featuring
Xavier moved up one to No. 9. 6-0. The victory this weekend
chairman of teammate Keith Erickson tallied He took another jump shot and fourth foul late in the third period Calloway , 59—Roney 17,
is
Erwin
speaker.
pace Los connected on it. With less than and had to sit the first half of the Rushing 15, Kline 13, Sears 9,
McDowell regained the top ten virtually assures the varsity
the University of Texas Board of a season high of 29 to
of the
Clark
Archie
Angeles.
while Owensboro dropped out. team the league championship.
Regents.
fifteen seconds left to go the Cubs fourth period on the bench. He Crawford 3, Chapman 2.
is The varsity was led by All- _The Murray High Tigers fell to
action
week's
76ers led all scorers. with 38.
This
threw the ball in bounds and Mike came in with four minutes to go Cuba (56)—David Jones 19,
Gary the Benton Indians in a game
Nate Thurmond's 28 points led Kline intercepted the pass under and scored 12 points before the Swatzell 11, McClure 10, Hicks 9,
highlighted by the Louisville American Jack Vied and
selected as I.PI's
was
Texas
and Vied also played at Benton last night, 62-49.
for San
Morris 7.
Invitational Tournament Johnson. Johnson
No. 1 football team at the end of a balanced attack
his own goal. His layup made the game was over.
Thursday through Saturday, placed first and second, The loss snapped a five game the regular season last month. Francisco as the Warriors
forty-two winning streak for the Tigers.
straight
which will see eight of the top respectively, in the
The Longhorns finished with a 10- streaked to their fourth
Benton jumped_ out in front
pulled
defeating
also
Thurmond
victory.
teams in action. Only Breathitt man meet.
after
record
The women's team led by Paul early in the game and by the end 0
County and McDowell from this
on Dec 5 at down a game-high 23 rebounds
42-7,
Arkansas,
of
University
of the first quarter, the Indians
the
week's Top Ten are not in the Horn outscored the
Austin for their 30th straight Tom Van Arsdale paced
Wisconsin, and Ohio State were ahead 21-14.
points.
30
with
tournament.
Royals
victory.
Not to be outdone, Murray High
Here is this week's ratings I 1st University while moving into a
tie for first place in the womea's battled back and held a two-pothk
place votes in parenthesis ):
division. The women's team, advantage, 31-29, at halftime.
220 standing 3-1 for the season, is The Indians came back early in
1. Louisville Male ( 16)
200 composed of Dianne Westcott, the third period to go on top for
2. Louisville Central(6)
178 Kathy Whalen, Lynn Vandiver good and then Mittel' away for
3. Covington Catholic(1)
118 and Paul Horn. Incidently, Paula their 13-point victory in the fourth
4. Bowling Green
112 Horm and Lynn Vandiver have quarter.
5. Anderson County
82 placed in the top four nationally Benton's Dave Davis paced the
6. Pleasure Ridge Park
73 in the women's division for the Indians with a tremendous 24
7. Breathitt County
yyith 20 of his 38 points.
point performance. Steve Hale
66 past two years.
8. Louisville Manual
United Press International half rally
was New York's high
34 The ROTC team rolled over the was Murray High's top scorer
9. Louisville St. Xavier
Wise's promotion "has Rick Barry
Willie
man with 25 points.
33 University of Dayton while losing with 14 points followed by Rick paid off for the Utah Stars.
10. McDowell
two close Matcles to the Jones with 11.
Dan Issel, leading scorer in the
Wise, promoted to starting
of Wisconsin and Ohio Murray hit on only 19 of 75 field
Second ten: 11. Owensboro, 12. University
Wayne Hightower ABA shared game honors with
when
forward
University. The ROTC goal attempts for a low 25 per
as they
Carlisle Co., 13. Clark Co., 14. State
was traded two weeks ago, teamate Louie Dampier
was led by Ron Weyer- cent while Benton—not doing.
in Kenpoints
26
tallied
each
the
and
Madisonville, 15. Danville, 16. team
helped
points
23
John Ezzel, Tim much better —hir 22— of 62 at- scored
Westport, 17. Franklin-Simpson, backer.
Stars pull within a half game of tucky's 117-110 triumph over
are
and
Jack
Parsons
McGinnis,
cent.
The
for
per
35
tempts
Tigers
first place in the American Memphis. Darel Carrier's hook
18. Hazard, 19. Paris, 20. Clay Co.
other members of the ROTC led on the boards, pulling down 47
• TOP COATS
Others receiving two or more the
• One Group SHOES
Basketball Association's Western shot with 2:22 left in the third
rebounds to Benton's 38.
Tuesday night with a quarter put the Colonels ahead,
votes: Taylor Co., Ma ytown, team.
Division
The teams are coached by Murray High will host the
116-106 victory over the Indiana 84-83, and left Memphis playing
Wpodford Co., Harlan, Adhland,
• OUTER WEAR
• SPORT COATS
Donald Heilig and David Kemp- MIlyfield Cardinals this Friday
catchup ball the rest of the game.
Frankfort, Fairdale, Grant Co.,
Pacers.
ton.
losers
with
the
led
night.
Jones
Jimmy
Wise
held
Co.
Roger
Indiana's
Russell
and
• SUITS
• DRESS TROUSERS
Brown to only eight points and 21 points.
blocked six of his shots. Two Texas walloped Denver, 148other players acquired in the 127, in the only other league
• BOYS DEPARTMENT GREATLY REDUCED!
deals also helped, Glen Combs action as John Beasley netted 27
with 18 points and Ron Boone points and Wayne Hightower
added 26 Larry Cannon scored 27
with 12.
ALL SALES FINAL —
Utah's Red Rolibins played one for Denver
of his best games of the season
NO REFUND or EXCHANGE
with 18 points and 20 rebounds,
and Mery Jackson contributed 14 BOBSLED CRASH
UPI
points for the Star.
CERVINIA, Italy
The Pittsburgh Condors rallied Horst Footh and Pepi Bader of
from a 14-point deficit before West Germany:, the defending
hometown fans in the nightcap of world two-man bobsled chama doubleheader to defeat pions, were injured in a crash
Carolina, 136-125. and take over Tuesday while training or this
fourth place in the ABA's Eastern weekend's 1971 world chamDivision. John Brisker paced the pionships
Pittsburgh attack with 9 game
•
high 30 points, while George Leh. HEAD COACH NAMED
mann led Carolina with 29.
The Flordians beat New York,
AMHERST, Mass. "(UPI)—
112-107, in the opener at Pitt- Dick MacPherson, assistant
sburgh Dennis Stewart's layup coach of the Denver Broncos, was
with 3:11 to go put the Flordians named head roach ,of the
in
front for good al 103-101. Mick University of Massachusetts
State
Murray
Byara,
all
and
Glynn
members'gibe
Left to right are Dennis DeMeat.Gary Johnson
Calvin led the winners second football team Tuesday.
Vied.
Jack
team.
the
at
member
fourth
the
Is
pictured
Not
Team.
Pistol

rge V of
Nixon was
President of
S. and Red
he Warsaw
day: British
y said, "It
g we live,
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Ready Next Year
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Male Still
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Prep Team
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One Trophy
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On Weekend
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Calloway Wins Squeaker
Over Cuba Here Tuesday

Tigers Fall
To Benton
Last Night

I
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TUE.

Wise Helps Stars To
Win Over The Pacers

1TE

SALE *
on

Fall and Winter Merchandise

PRICES ARE . . . ROCK

BOTTOM

You'll have to come in to believe the prices!

sday

These Are Only A Few of the
Sale Items! ...

Closed Wed. at 12:00

Will Reopen Thurs. at 9:00

Corn -Austin
Downtown Murray
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Tour Of Thurmait'sMade By Members
Progressive Club
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WEDNESDAY--JANUARY
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I 101. Y WOOD ((P1) The
Mew* 7$3-1917 sr 7%3-4917
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
Lennon Sisters may return to
television in a show titled ••Living. with the Lentions," a halfMr. and Mrs. Gary Bogard of
hour daytime strip series starMurray Route Two are the Max Walston of Dexter Route
ring Dianne, Janet, Kath and
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Crawford velvet cording.
parents of a baby boy, Terry One has been a patient at the
Western Baptist Hospital, of Lynn Grove announce the Mrs. Joe Pat Cohoon was the l'rrgp
Lynn, weighing eight pounds
The Progressive Homemakers ounces, bore on Friday, January Paducah.
marriage of their daughter, bride's only attendant. She wore
Club met at the Thurman Fur- 15, at 9:02 a.m, at the MurrayVicki, to Kerry Dwain James, a lavender knit dress with long
Recently dismissed from the oldest son of Mr. and Mrs. Rubin sleeves and carried a nosegay of
niture Company on East Main Calloway County Hospital.
Street on Tuesday, January 12, at
They have another son, Cary Western Baptist Hospital, James, Lynn Grove Road, pink carnations with pink and
lavender velvet ribbons.
seven o'clock in the evening.
Allen, age two years and three Paducah, was Charles G. Clayton Murray.
A furruture representative took months. The fahter is employed of Murray.
The ceremony was solemnized Mark James, brother of the
Wedsesday, January 211
the women on a tour of the store at the Murray Division of the
on Friday, January 15, at six- groom, served as best man.
The Nature's Palette Garden and presented interesting and Tappan
Reception
Amos McCarty, Sr., of Murray thirty o'clock in the evening at
Company.
The Cumberland Presbyterian Club will meet with Mrs. Kenton informative points on how to buy
Grandparents areMr.and Mrs. is now at his home after being the Crawford home In Lynn Immediately following the
omen of the North Pleasant Miller at 130 p.m.
wedding, a reception was held in
home furnishings. This was along Oveta Bogard of Murray Route dismissed from the Western Grove.
ve Church met in the home of
the dining room of the home.
with the lesson for the month on Two and Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Baptist Hospital, Paducah, on
Edd Glover, North Four. The Wadesboro Homemakers "Basic Furniture," Mrs. Judy Lockhart
Rev. Dossie Wheatley per- Mrs. Ronnie Ross of Columbia,
of Murray Route Seven. Saturday He underwent bone
formed the double ring ceremony s.c., sister of the groom, Mrs.
nth Street, on Thursday, Club will meet at the home of Nall and Mrs. Janet Robinson,
Great grandparents are Mr. grafting surgery and will be
uary 14, at seven o'clock in Mrs. Clinton Burchett at 10:30 lesson leaders.
aunt of the groom,
and Mrs. Euel Lockhart,601 Pine confined to his bed from ten days before the immediate famili
evening.
a.M.
and close friends of the bridal
ekPaul
Gargus'
Mrs. Steve
Andrus, Mrs. William
Following the tour the group Street, Murray, and Mrs. Eupha to two weeks at his home.
Mrs. gargaret Nell Boyd was
couple. An arrangement of pink Solomon, Miss Suzanne Mcwent to the home of Mrs. Janet Underwood of Murray Route
leader of the program on The J. N. Williams Chapter of
Blair on North Nineteenth Street Seven. Great great grand- James 0. Albritten of Hazel and white gladioli was centered Dougal, and Miss Patsy Hopkins
Bible Speaks To Me", nie
Pre-mixed, ready to use. No
United Daughters of the for the business and social mothers are Mrs. Myrtle Futrell, Route Two has been a patient at by the fireplace in the living assisted at the reception.
is the introductory theme
room.
pre-shampooing necessary; no
The couple left for a short
onfederacy will have the Lee- meeting.
601 Pine Street, Murray, and the Western Baptist Hospital,
—after-odor. Creme lotion condithe year, "The Holy Holy
wedding trip and plan to make
Mrs. Robinson, president, Mrs. Georgia Thompson of Paducah.
ackson-Maury annual luncheon
tions as it waves.- Takes less
irit Comes—Through The t the
Mrs.
James
L.
Wilson,
Murray.
groom
home
in
The
their
time for a beautiful, longJean
Mes.
presided,
and
Benton.
Holiday Inn at 12 noon.
ord". Mrs. Boyd said the
Paducah,
aunt
of
the
groom,
lasting
wave. Choice of Regis attending Murray State
Fticherson gave the devotion on
pans
ular, Gentle,,
am was designed to make
"Making The House A Home". Jennifer Carol is the name Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. played the traditional wedding University majoring in pre-law,
Super, Sitver or
Bible a personal experience. The Baptist
and the bride is employed as an
Women of Elm
The secretary, Mrs. Kathy chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Randall Rill Garland of Dexter and Mr. music.
Little Girls'.
Also taking part in the program Grove Baptist Church
The
bride
wore
a
street
length
County
art teacher by the Lyon
will have a Allen, called the roll with Gene Garland of Almo Route One and Mrs. Norman Carol of Almo.
Mrs. Thomas Jones and mission study at the
dress
of
pink
silk
worsted
with
a
School System.
church at members saying apiece in the for their baby girl, weighing six
Great grandparents are Mr. cowl
Nix Crawford.
collar and bishop sleeves. Mr. and Mrs. Rubin James
p.m.
world they would like to visit. pounds 151
/
2 ounces, born on and Mrs. Oscar Maness, Mr. and
The president, Mrs. Glover,
EACH
Mrs. Allen also gave the Sunday, January 17, at 1:55 a.m, Mrs. J. B. Jones, and Mrs. The high princess waist was entertained the bridal couple and
Mrs. Jones reported on
accented with braided cording. Mr. and Mrs. Donald Crawford
reported
and
treasurer's
report
Murray-Call
at
the
oway
County
Gladys
Garland,
all
of
Dexter,
Thursday, January 21
Christmas gifts purchased for
She carried a cascade bouquet of with a bridal supper at Charlie's1 Dale & Stubblefield
Hospital.
and Mrs. Nellie Carol of Almo.
The women of Murray Moose on the presidents' meeting.
little girl the women are
given
were
by
Landscape
notes
The new father is employed by Mrs. Jones of Dexter-4 a great pink sweetheart roses and gar- Steak House, Clarksville, Tenn.0
ring at Outwood Hospital. Lodge will meet at the lodge hall Mrs.
denia* interwoven with pink on Saturday, January 9.
Rexall Drugs
White.
Sally
Lassiter Plastering 4Jom- :great grandmother.
the
•
The meeting was closed with at 7:30 p.m.
Refreshments were served by.
group repeating "The Lord's
The Bawl school PTA will Mrs. Blair and Mrs. Ruth
yer" in unison. Also present
meet
at the school at seven p.m. DatighertY to the fifteen memthe meeting were Mrs. Delia
with Supt. Bill miller as the hers and two visitors, Mrs. Mary
and Mrs. Edwin Cain.
speaker. The executive board Ellen C,ontri and Mrs. Joyce
Special! Discontinued Styles of First Quality
Ftefrestunents were served by
Daugherty.
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
hostess.
The next meeting will be held
The next meeting will be held
on Tuesday, February 9, at seven
All Colors Are Not Available in Every Size
School
PTA
Grove
Lynn
The
y, February 11, at seven
p.m. at the home of Mrs. Ruth
$2.49 — $2.69 Values
nt719 -:$409t
$
at the home of Mrs. Delia will meet at the school at seven Daughterty, Sherwood
Forest
p.m.
Flat or
Rotor
Twin Fitted
Double Fitted

Vowt4e44

osee

Miss Vickie Crawford Exchanges Vows
With Kerry Dwain James On January 15

lover Home Scene
Presbyterian
omen's Meeting

(
,e2L-d0FAST

PERMANENTS'

'1"

CANNON SOLID COLOR OR PRINTED SHEETS
9

aptist Women IN
Im Grove Meet At
he:. Weston Home

The Hazel Woman's Club is
scheduled to meet at the club
room at seven pin.

Mrs. James Frank
ostess For Alice
The Business and Professional
Women's Club will have a dinner Platers Meeting
meeting at P.30 !rm. at

Murray Woman's Club house. The Alice Waters Circle of the
The World Affairs committee will Women's Society of Christian
be in charge of arrangements. Service of the First United
Methodist Church met January
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 12 in the home of Mrs.
James H.
Order of the Eastern Star will Frank.
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30 Mrs. W. E. Moffett, chairman,
._ "Indian Amerlesos Search For pm.
opened the meeting with the
A Continuing Cdture" was the
reading of a poem for the new
theme of the promo presented
The Home Department of the year written by a friend.
with Mrs. Walt= Fulkerson as Murray Woman's Club will
meet The new program booklets
lithe leader_
at the club house at two p.m. with were distributed. A. report was
11111 Others taking part in tle"
.Dr. Harry M. Sparks as the given by Mrs_ A. C. LaFollette on
program were Mesdames Albert speaker Hostesses will
be her trip to the Reelfoot Mission to
Crider, Harry Shekell, Earl Lee, Mesdames Quinton Gibson, E. R. deliver the donations collected by
ilbur Weston, Alfred Keel, Hagen, Fleetwood Crouch, J. T. the Circle for the Mission.
orge Cossey, and Alvin Sammons, Max Hurt, and Frank
Mrs. Bryan Tolley was aptrell.
Holcomb.
pointed the Sunshine Chairman
for the coming year. It was voted
Mrs. Charles Burkeen gave the
to give a donation to the Church
call to prayer with the scripture
Alpha
Omega
The
Phi
Book
Library Fund in momory of Mr.
4:16-21,
ding from Romans
Exchange will open in the
d conducted the business basement of Wells Hall Dor- Luther Robertson.
Mrs.
LaFollette,
vicemg.
mitory, Murray State University,
The minutes were read by the and continue until February 19. chairman, briefly explained the
, Mrs. Alvin Futrell, The hours will be from eight a.m. new program book for the year
entitled, "Risk and Reality." She
and the treasurer's report was by to six p.m. Persons are asked to
then introduced the program
Mrs. Harry Shekell.
use the north side basement
leader
for the day, Mrs. James
buy
to
taken
extrance
An offering was
Byan who presented a most inchairs for the Baptist Student
teresting and timely program,
Union at Murray State UniverSaturday, January 23
• "Risk in Relationship to the
sity The project for the women
r.,
Department of the Local Church."
for February will be to prepare The Alpha
have
Club
Woman's
Murray
will
Refreshments
were
served
by
something for the hospital.
noon luncheon at the club the hostess to those present,
The closing prayer was by Mrs. its
house. Hostesses will be which included fourteen memAlso
Weston.
present
IFLobert
Mesdames Max Hurt, Buron bers; one new member,.Mrs. Will
• were Mrs. W. A. Farmer and
Jeffrey, R. A. Johnston; Edwin Moore Beale. and one visitor,
Mrs. Bessie Colson.
Larson, and Miss Mary Lassiter. Mrs. Addalaide Robinson.
The next meeting will be
February 9 in the home of Mrs.0.
The Murray-Western Dance at
C. McLemore, 101 Hickory Drive.
the Murray Woman's Club house
from 9:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. will be
sponsored by the Alpha Beta
Chapter of Omega Psi Phi
fraternity, Inc Music will be by
the Star Treks of Memphis,Tenn.
Advance tickets are $1.75 and at
The home of Mrs Richard the door $2.50.
Armstrong on the Mason Road
Mrs. Quinton Gibson was
was the scene of the meeting of
hostess for the meeting of the
of
guests
and
wives,
Members,
the Penny Homemakers Club
South Murray Homemakers Club
held on Monday. January 18, at the Murray-Calloway County held at her home on Olive Street
Shrine Club will meet at the on Thursday, January 14, at
1en o'clock in the morning.
oneAmerican Legion Hall, South 6th thirty o'clock in the
afternoon.
p.m.
A
6:30
Streets,
at
Maple
and
Two lessons were presented
Mrs. James Parker discussed
including one on -Casserole potluck supper will be served.
the subject, "Basic Furniture,"
Cooking" by Mrs Grace Covey
for the major lesson for he
and the other on ••Furniture
month.
Selection" by Mrs J. C. Kemp.
Sunday, January 24
The vice-president, Mrs. L. E.
The Junior and Senior High Fisk, presided in the absence of
Mrs. Delia Graham gave the Youth of the First United the president, Mrs. N. P. Gavin,
devotion and led in prayer. Mrs. Methodist Church will sponsor a who was unable to attend due to
president, chili supper from five
Covey,
Grace
to seven illness in the home.
fresidCdYrs. Graham Feltner, p.m at the church. Members and
Mrs. Claude Miller gave the
secretary, read the minutes and friends of the church are invited devotion reading from Matthew
-called the roll followed by the to participate in this project. 7:7-12 with the theme being "Ask
treasurer's report by Mrs. Ernest Tickets are 75 cents for over and It Shall Be Given". She
Madrey.
twelve years of age and fifty closed with prayer.
cents for twelve years old and
Each member answered the
recreational
period
Duruig the
wider.
roll call by making a pledge to be
Mrs. Clifton Harrell played the
friendly and concerned
and the group sang songs:,
about people during the coming
luncheon
served
potluck
was
A
year
Friday, January 29
at the noon hour. Also present
This is the Last day for persons During the social hour Mrs.
were Mesdames Brent ButGibson served delicious refreshterworth, Thomas James, Paul to register to vote in the special ments
to the fifteen members and
election
school
tax
to
be
held
in
Butterworth, Margaret Nell
guest.
one
yd. Ken Stevens, and Alton Calloway County on February 9. Tile club voted to
change its
All persons who will be 18 by
le
meeting date to the second
February 9 are eligible to vote.
Wednesday of the month. The
he next meeting will-he held Persons may register at the
next, meeting will be held
Moods'., February 15. at 12:311 office of County Court Clerk
February 10, at 10:40 a.m at the
ni at the home 4g. Mae iltreitt Marvin Harris 'before is p.m.
home of Mrs paul Maggard.
ut era orth
today.
North 20th Street.
Mrs. Wilbur Weston opined her
for the meeting of the
phst Women of the Elm Grove
ptist Church held on Thursday,
uary 14, at ass-thirty o'clock
the afternoon, „

AND ANNUAL CLEARANCE OF WINTER MERCHANDISE
BIG VALUE!
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511
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Extra Heavy Quality

r

TERRY BATH TOWELS

50x84-Inch

If perlreA— sktisid be $1.69 coat. Soft, absorbent terry weave in ossotted solid colors ciod
jacquard patterns. Don't miss this value'

FIBERGLAS
DRAPERIES

•
• S.
'

24x45-Inch

POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNITS ,

$.4
3

Regular 14"
SPECIAL

$4
99

Special$4
yd.
88

Mock,fluffy 75%,nylan 25%Docron •
polyester polo with nor•Ity Pro
ton. dieing. Men skid boning
lose, topaz. blue, lime, cocoa,
raspberry, purphs, lonperine and
moss
• Dupont TM.

Fiberglass droperi•s ara oil
fashion, all pleasure with non.
cd the wofk ov 6otlier launder,
b•outifally Whtte and alsor$•41
colon
• e.g. TM

South Murray Club
Meets At Home Of
Mrs. Gibson

100% Textured

THROW RUG

Low Priced

Penny Homemakers

Meet Monday At
, I Armstrong Home

$249

408 W. Main
Murray, Ky.

No. d•sogns
new colors
INoch.ns rosiV91519 and dryoble
crease resislanl Textured de
stens Ips while, pink, blue, 1.10f.,
reg.,
5ri747n,
and nary
511140
-Id*

JANUARY CLEARANCE SAVINGS!
•

50 0. Nylon -50% Dacron'

2-PC. BATH SETS'
Fluffy SOX nylon 50 i Dacron* polyester in-lo
cut pile on good quolOy non-skid backing. Good
selection of decorator rrolois and white.
• Dupont TM

mE1111*Ila

LADIES :MU. and WINTER

INSULATED
UNDERWEAR

DasSES
REDUCED

Values to 112.95

25% 50%

$888

To

MEN'S

UDIES

JACKETS and
CAR COATS
1
4To 1/3
REDUCED/

FALL and WINTER

SPORTSWEAR
REDUCED

va To 73
•

ONE TABLE

Dacron Polyester Filled

BED PILLOWS
Floral Percale Cover
Enjoy the luxury of these fine pillows at o
low, low price Pretty floral printed percale
cover
Red Label Dacron* polyester fiil
• Dupont TM

ONE TABLE

RUGS

CURTAINS
and DRAPES
REDUCED 1/310 1/2

Values to 12.49
Now

$ 1 68
•
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(11P1) The
return to,
titled •'1.1v.(16,- a !tallseries starKathy and

COUPON
Limit: One coup. per pur.

COUP011

44 COUPON

Limit. One coup, per pur.

89t

JELL-O
1-2-3 4 pkgs.

- limit One 'coup. per pu
Gold Medal 541). bag

FLOUR

COLD King
POWER size

49'

Good Only at Storey's
ffer Expires 1/26/71

Good Only at Storey's
Offer Expires 1/26/71

Good Only at Storey's
Offer Expires 1/26/71
..•
COUPON
Limit One coup. per pu

COUPON
Limit One coup. per pur
Zestee

29.
1-lb. box

Good Only at Storey's
Offer Expires 1/26/71

BEL-Am SHOPPING CENTER

ENTS

6 oz.

COFFEE res
Good Only at Storey's
Offer Expires 1/26/71

Good Only at Storey's
Offer Ex ires 1/26/71

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

to use. No
eessary; no
Um condiTakes less
tut, longs of Reg-

Mt:field

Maxwell House

CRACKERS

AST

ace

EXTRA LEAN

BREAST lb. 55'
THIGHS lb. 39'
LEGS lb. 45'
WINGS lb. 19'

PORK
STEAK
,5;

i;bAlciK SAUSAGE ,b.344
I USDA Choice

Smoked, Sliced

9°

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

BONE-IN

4 LOIN - SLICED AS MIXED CHOPS
1
/

PORK CHOPS

15-oz. cans

Great Northern

BEANS

Bush

8/s1

SALAD DRESSING
(With Coupon'
At Top Of Page)

FOLGER1 or MAXWELL HOUSE
ALL GRINDS

WITH ADDITIONAL PURCHASE EXCLUDING DAIRY & TOBACCO
PRODUCTS. NOTE $10.00 PURCHASE REQUIRED TO GET
BOTH EGGS AND BISCUITS.

WITH $5.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE EXCLUDING DAIRY & TOBACCO
PRODUCTS. NOTE $10.00 PURCHASE REQUIRED TO GET BOTH
BISCUITS AND EGGS.

HYDE PARK
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months to modify the program's Stabilization and Conservation
basic legal authority in order to Service of the U. S. Department
program's
broaden
the
The new Rural Environmental will be funded, and the Congress stressed These will be directed'resources would not otherwise capabilities to deal with farm- of Agriculture. The bepartmeneg
Soil Conservation Set-vice, Forest
Assistance Program(REAP)for will be requested by the Ad- toward reducing silt in streams, permit.
produced pollution.
Service and Extension Service
1971, emphasizing a broad attack ministration to provide funds for rivers, lakes and other bodies of
on the environmental problems the 1972 program, the Secretary water and toward reducing Recommendations will go to The program will be ad- will provide technical and
created by the Nation's fanning said.
pollution from animal wastes, the Congress during the next few ministered by the Agricultural educational assistance.
Emphasis on the farm side will fertilizers and pesticides.
operations, was announced by
Secretary of Agriculture Clifford be on those practices con- OffAijimi benefits will be
tributing the most to the im-, promoted by concentrating funds
M. Hardin.
Announcement of the new provement of conditions for both to solve community
enprogram, formerly known as the the general public And farmers. vironmental problems through
Agricultural Conservation Major
considerations
in special projects and pooling
permits authorizing cost-sharing of any ,agreements. Under these, for
Program
(AC),
resumption of the Federal cost- practice installation will be the example, the funds available to a
sharing of various beneficial resulting public benefits such as community could be used exconservation practices with pollution abatement, enduring clusively to get permanent cover
farmers, but under a restruc- soil and water conservation, and other water control
tured program in line with recreation, wildlife, and open measures on farmland in 'a
5 DAYS ONLY ... WED. thru SUN.
By Abigail Van Buren
modern day needs to better both space as well as the degree of watershed to reduce the build-up
Thousands To Try On At Your Leisure
DEAR ABBY: While attending a lecture, a strange' the on and off-farm environment. permanency achieved. As a of silt in a minicipal water supply
PUBLIC — WASH & WEAR STRETCH WIGS
TO
THE
OPEN
gentleman [71 sitting on my left started to smoke a pipe. I It makes farmers partners in the result, the practices offered reservoir.
PERMANENTLY PRE-SET
venture
between
the
under
the
program
Federal
have
been
THE
UNDER
' don't like smoke of any kind, but thought he would soon quit,
PROGRAM, the
BRUSH AND GO
so I said nothing. Instead of quitting, he continued to puff government and State, city and structured to provide enduring Federal government will pay
Unbelievable •t
away while the smoke wafted in my direction. I took out my Local governments to deal with benefits, significant pollution about 50 per Cent of the cost of
• handkerchief and started to "fan" the air in front of me, the pressing problem of pollution. control, and enhancement of the practices that achieve per"The restructured program environment for all.
manent benefits. Practices that
hoping he would take the hint. He pretended not to notice
will be used to help preserve our A major thrust will be to reducei provide temporary benefits will
and kept right on smoking.
which results in be available only under certain
•
Then, the woman on my right turned to me and said environmen& demonstrate good water pollution
environmental enhancement large part from agricultural, circumstances and at a reduced
sharply, "Please madame You are distracting me with all
practices,and return more public industrial and minicipal wastes. level of Federal cost-siring.
that motion! If the smoke bothers you, either tell the fellow
benefits at less public cost," Water retaining and retarding Practices that are good farming
or move!"
measures on farms such as dams techniques that should be perSecretary Hardin pointed out.
,
I was dumbfounded. I said nothing, but I moved.
Although the specific level of and ponds, permanent grass formed routinely and practices
However, I was so upset I didn't stay for the end of the
funding for 1971 has not been cover, waterways, buffer strips, that are income-proudcing to the
lecture. What do you think about smoking during a lecture?
Fabulous Selection
determined, lbe.' 1971 program and tree plantings will be farmer will be de-emphasized in
of SOY, rail
%Not F,, .estit it
Wag NOW. SINNINN
• Waib
, Was I out of order for fanning myself? And was the woman
Rea.*
.
taa4ank.1 tan la 1.1014
A
t
V.m• Pomo9
Dark
era.. alkadaa
favor of those having benefits foe
.1.. Ie.., Ste.. I. I Plat*.
Leila
Pkatral. IPNN NANA
out of order for complaining that I was distracting her?
asking people to quit punishing dogs with rolled up
all citizens.
,
SMOKED OUT
All The Newest Salon Wig Styles At Warehouse Prices;
newspapers, and made no comment, which implied your
The program will be run in
agreement. Because of that letter. I Lear that many readers
'each county or parish by locally
DEAR SMOKED: The gentleman was no gentleman. He
WHY PAY MORE??
will resort to less humane ways to discipline their dogs.
elected farmer committeemen.
should have asked permission from his immediate neighbqrs
A rolled up newspaper is the most humane and effective
Under broad Federal and State
before smoking.
means to discipline a dog and teach him good manners and
guidelines, the committeemen
However, since his smoking bothered you, you should
will select the practices best
• have either moved ar asked him to please ;fop. +vow' obedience for his owtt safety. Newsboy Tom reasoned that
dogs attacked him because they had been punished with
suited for meeting the needs of
"fanning yourself" was a hint which he probably cau¢ht, but
their area; determine which
newspapers. Tom is wrong. A dog which has been disciplined
chose to ignore.] The woman on your right did what you
with a newspaper will avoid a paper—not attack it. Botlkyou - farm land needs treatment; and
should have done in the first place—told your neighbor that
within the county's allocation of
and Tom need to knew more about dog psychology.
the smoke bothered you. Moral: If someone infringes on your
funds fix the amount of costDogs naturally protect their own -territory" from any
rights, tell him!
sharing to be provided each
intruder. A dog will attack any stranger. Tom would have
DEAR ABBY: A friend of mine invited me out for an
farmer. Thus, the program
less dog trouble if he would take the time to let each dog
a
A evening's entertainment. One of the places we went to had a
provides for a- higb degree of
"get acquainted" with him before intruding on the dog's
quarter slot machine. My friend handed me four quarters
local determination.
"territory." Talk kindly to,the dog. Pet and stroke him. It
and said, "Here, have a good time."
will pay off. And if it's necessary to discipline the dog, use a
The 1971 program will reflect
I put the first quarter in. Nothing. The second quarter,
These wanes w‘gs sell fat eisChs isoca owe at Ifs beg"1
rolled up newspaper, as his master would. Dogs are like
0
w""
I
changes desired by the President
etc
CONW Mani ns. Tabs
.oISIwa.kw, WO warehouse prices, No..
nothing Same with the third quarter, and ditto the last
people. They need all the friends they can get. But_getting*
and
consistent
with
a
Housequarter. I looked in my purse and found one lone quarter, so
•
1.
Werdttseday
thru
Sunday
acquainted takes a little time.
DOG PSYCHOLOGIST
Senate conference report, will
I put it into the slot machine and started to walk away. Bells
10 A.M. To
make
provision
for
continuation
DEAR
PSYCHOLOGIST:
All
right—now
may
1
come
out
started to ring and the money began pouring out all over the
oyEet %MD IOW IN 9051091.0TION. AILWA1036,_ 011CMIC)
of 1970 program practicer and
a the doghouse? IP. S. But how would you advise "getting
floor. I thought I was going to faint. This was the first time I
option
of
procedures at the
acquainted" with a dog that has been trained to discourage
2 LOCTIONS TO SERVE YOU:
had ever won a jackpot. I was so excited, I was in a fog for
county committees. '
intruders before he takes your leg off?)
IN HAYFIELD
the rest of the evening.
- IN MURRAY
-,
The next day I told the kids at work about it and they all
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
It recognizes that privatelythought I should have shared my winnings with my date.
your chest. Write to ABBY, Rot 69700, Los Angeles, Cal.
owned land is a major source of
Why? It wasn't his quarter I won with Is it too late to offer
90069. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
pollution, but that good
him half now?
II."'"Plenty of free parting.Nwy. 641 South
LUCKY
envelope.
management of this land can also
HURRY . . . DON'T MISS OUT
DEAR LUCKY: It's never too late. 1441
be-a major factor in improving
you can
Hate to write letters? Scud St to Abby. Box 01190, Loa
do is oiler to replace the bark be gave y .
living conditions for all citizens.
Angeles. Cal. 90005, for Abby's Isseklet, "How to Write LeaIsy sharing the cost, the program
DEAR ABBY: Three thumps with a rolled up newspaper
sers for AU °Millie/U."
will enable farmers to undertake
for you You printed Newspaper Carrier Tom's letter,
measures that their limited

New Conservation Program Is Announced By Secretary

GIGANTIC...5 DAYS ONLY

Pipe smoker sholild
have asked O.K. first

WIG SALE

"911=11

1

Values from '50" to '75"

WHY PAY MORE??

MID TOWN
SHOWROOM

The Veterans Administration
announced that 41,876 Kentucky
veterans holding World War I and
World War II insurance policies
-- w1fl receive $2,764,000 in
wdividends this year.
J. G. Ratliff, Director of the
Louisville VA Regional Office,
said these dividends are part of a
record $275 million in annual
dividends Administrator of
Veterans Affairs Donald E.
Johnson
approved
for
distribution in 1971.
The higher dividends, Ratliff
noted, were made possible
because of increased interest
earnings of the World War I
United States Government Life
Insurance USGLI) and the
World War II National Service
Life Insurance (NSLI trust
funds.
Ratliff noted that, nationally,
dividends totaling $255 million
averaging about $64 apiece will
- go to about 4,000,000 veterans
,s NSLI policies
The 163,400 veterans with
USGLI policies will receeive $20
million in dividends, averaging
about $122 apiece. All dividends
will be paid in 1971 on the anniversary dates of the policies,
Ratliff said.
The VA official stressed that,
since payment of dividends will.
be automatic, veterans need not
write to the VA to receive
payment. Veterans who have
instructed VA to retain their
dividends will receive appropriate statements, he advised.
In 1970, more than 4,191,000
veterans with NSI.1 and USGLI
policies received $264 million in
dividends. Those with USb
policies averaged more than $11
apiece, while those with NSLI
policies averaged nearly $61

e•

MAIM' explained that the
amount of dividend a veteran
receives depends on such factors
as the plan of insurance, age of
the insured, age of the policy and
Is face vitue

a.m. to .5:1.5 p. rn.

rAlref.ieztefi

STOP, SHOP,
AND
SAVE

Open Friday Night 'Tel Fi:00
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

EArT SME OF THE SQUARE

Mort ay

Save!
kkOIP

efigarko

4
-

IS HERE!

50 Assorted
Bandages

A NEW PERMANENT
BROAD -TIP MARKER
by FLAIR
,.1ARKS ANYTHING
•WATERPROOF
•SMEARPROOF

Assorted Colors
SALE

Reg. '1.39

MIST

HASAt

BATH
SOAP

NAM WI

HOLIDAY INN
SHOWROOM

relieves cold distress
and sinus congestion

DRISTAN

Woodbury
Regular, Super Hold,
1111141
Unscentea and
Super Unscented
13-oz.
Reg:11.03 SALE5

I

—

• THIS SALE IS 5 DAYS ONLY!!

I

-Dividends
Announced
By State VA

OPEN:

3 26;

a

Reg. 796

SALE

SALE

29;

8 VIVID
COLORS

Bars

Reg. 59'

Aititet
tiott4e
s

44;

wWWW111=WININW

RIGHT
-GUARDANTI-PERSPIROT
SPRAY DEODORANT
Reg. st.19
5-oz.
SALE

NEWI I,
otaroW4
INUTE
BE TH
EEN
'
TH
-M
Ampoo SET

A HEAT SETTING
SPRAY TO USE WITH HAIR
DRYER AND HAIR SETTERS

retillfAT FROM
YOUR DRYER
TURNS ON
THE HOLD I

6 4-oz. Spray

R4113° 56
SALE

58;

Family Size
Lotion • 61
/
2-oz. Bottle
Tube 4.3-oz. Tube
Jar 5-oz. Jar

PAPER
MATE.

SALE

Reg 98!
SALE

14 TONI

Reg.

BOTTLE OF
100 TABLETS
SALE
s1.59

98

CM

BABY
LOTION

88;

Reg. s1.296_ip

STYLE KIT
SUPER REGULAR Or GENII

SALE

89,

Fa Etta Dry Skin
5.4-oz. Jar

JOHNSON'S

9-oz. Plastic Bottle

Reg.
1.89
Save
1.00!

JERG ENS
HAND
CREAM

NA
w-rztviielsi body aches.

YOUR CHOICE

DELUXE

the home
permanent with
the soft wave look

A

Fast pain relief
for headaches, colds,—

Reg. '1.00

POLIDENT
POWDER__

POLIDENT
powder

10 oz.
•Cleans_False Teeth

Reg. 41.19'

.A.79;

56;

0SCOPE
ORAL HYGIENIC
MOUTHWASH
AND GARGLE

SALE
•
effervescent

SALE

SUPER SIZE
24-0z.

SCOPE

Reg. '2.05
YOU PAY
ONLY

SALE

•

SHOI

Po
Vie

ARY 20 1971

Cemervation
. Departmeiet

JIM ADAMS I GA

Northside
Shopping
Center

, orest
Service
ical ac4

*

Northside
Shopping
Center

Prices Good Through Next Tuesday

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY

****

* FIRST IN FINE MEATS *

FRESH

c
SLICED HAM
59 CHICKEN
ST
1p
13
RUMPoRTIP ROAST .99c

U.S. CHOICE

ONE-QUARTER

ROUND
STEAK

lb.

U.S.CHOICE

Boneless

MATCHLESS

BACON

.
4

87

lb

1
)
lb.4

FIELDS
SHOWBOAT

Pork & Beans
Wesson 01k

300 CAN

240L

90

SHORTENING

CRISCO

3 LB. CAN

79c

LE

JAR

ENS
D1
AM

6;
4.

.05

1 LB. CAN

(SIMILAC 13 oz. can 25')

PEPSI TIN
R.C.

PUREX .
GAL

I

DONALD DUCK

Grapefruit Juice

TRAIL
BLAZER
S219

IGA

BREAD

1 LB. LOAF

UNSWEETENED

19

46 01 CAN
FRESH CRISP

9

25 LB
BAG

1C2ANOZ.4/89c

Boni° Cart"69

BANANAS

19

DOG FOOD

BLEACH

29C

MPG YELLOW

ZE

290

YELLOW-WHOLE KERNEL

49c

"

BIG ROLL

(IGA COFFEE 77')

NIBLET
. CORN

16 OZ.

Dry Skin
. Jar

tOFFEE

JUST LOW PRICES !

BABY FOOD

Towels

FOLGERS OR MAXWELL HOUSE

NO GAMES
NO STAMPS
NO $5°' FORCED PURCHASES

GERBERS STRAINED

MIRACLE
WHIP

79'

2 LB BOX

JIM ADAMS ICA STORE POLICY

(RICHTEX SHORTENING 69')
dates

Cal. CARTON

3/1

1 LB.CUP

IGA

Pancake Mix
39

Lard
59

49-0

Twin Pkg•

IGA

REELFOOT

Cake Mix Soft Margarine
314

2/250

Tomato Soup
Potato Chips

9

1-1b. pkg.

CHURNGOLD

BETTY CROCKER

CAMPBELL'S

WIENERS

59

lb.

CELERY

FLORIDA
ORANGES

lb.

RED

GRAPES

b 19

15
Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS MA It's the total on the tape that counts.
—a--r 1141-."7

*it

LARGE STALK

5 LB .BAG

ws•...Pr

.1

THE LEDGER & T1MEs - NILRRAY

tHAII

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
HIGHWAY 641 N.
MURRAY KY.
BANQUET FROZEN

FRUIT PI,F
.
Seach 2

MIRACLE WHIP
SD
KRAIGAR DRESSING

•

48`
Qt 44$

WEDNESDAY—JANUARY 20. 1971

KENTUCKY
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NO PURCHASE REQUIRED TO PLAY

QL

DUSiNiiiiO4W16QUID
SOS PADS
CAT ,,FOOD
CAT FOOD
GRAVY 'TRAIN
fIRSsillr"
WITH

PERSONAL SIZE

Fish

GAINES

KIe

INFANT FORMULA

simiyic LIQUID
MACARONI
KRA
DINNER
FAMOUS FLAVOR

TE

Pi
BI
AR
IFIGJukriER OATS
'
liar() L

15-oz. box

STYLE

TOMATO SOUP

PILLSBURY REFRIGERATED

CINNAMON ROLLS

ilaCeoprit

18-ot box

ALL

FRUIT COCKTAIL

24-oz. bottle

54'
39'
59c

HEINZ STRAINED
excluded)
0
41,2-oz. jar 0

IiI
e.

PI
PFBC
H
CP(

JUST WONDERFUL

Hair
Spray
59c

ALL
J Lti GELATIN
P NDRA A, WHIP
T:PEANUT
BUTTER

1NT
6
.1 AN :KAE SYRUP
PA1/3 ,
KARO SYRUP

13-oz can
99' Size

LUE

COO:Rgiciolem ilySKER'S LOTION
JERGENS 1.0TION
iTIDAvar

ritiAmpRAY

WHOLE BEAN,FRESH SPOTLIGHT

COFFEE
CHILI with Beans
JUST RITE

BRYLCIirai
13EorracEENNTRTABLETS
CREST TOOTHPASTE

AJAX Detergent

This coupon
worth300

LriciunN TEA BAGS

Arany one of the following pieces of
GLASSBAKE OVENWARE
1 -qt. CASSEROLE
fr SQUARE CAKE PAN
1JTILITY BAKER
•
210. COVERED CASSEROLE ;
DEEP LOAF PAN
Good thru Jan. 26:1971
Subject to applIcable state and
local Wits.

HEINZ
iFER VINEGAR
ELECTRA SOL
DETERGENT

I
,
I

MORTON SALT

6a-COAT

gpen 8 A.M. To Midnight... 7 Days_ A Week

cS

PC
FR
pt

3,200,000 Tickets to'be Distributed
.(excluding Memphis), Eastern Arkansas, Northern and Central
in the 38 participating Kroger Stores located in West Tenn
Mississippi, Southern Illinois and Western Kentucky. Schedti d termination of this program is May 5, 1S71.

PRIZES

Re Randeseed Pnill

*1000
*100
*20
$500

10
60
120
400
1,000
16,500
18,090

*2G°
sioo
Total Ihrednotil Prins

with this coupon
and '5.00 purchase
excluding tobacco.
_

Expires Jan. 26
Limit one.

Kroger Tenderay Brand
Beef is always U.S.D.A.
Choice Grade, grain-fed
beef, which has been
placed in special rooms
where controlled temperature and humidity
allow this fine beef to
tender NATURALLY,
while flavor and freshness
are retained.
WE GUARNATEE THE TENDERNESS
OF Tk.:N urAtA

-F EVERY CUT
O,
BRAND BEEF'

U. S. CHOICE

STEAK V BEFCHUK
ALL-BEEIMMURGEV

lb 65'

COUNTRY CLUB

TENDER, OUNG Sliced
PORK
Sued
BEEF LIVER
P:fillAILT4Sto:ill ECK BONES
PIGS' FEET
LIVER.
TENDER, NUTRITIOUS

PORK BRAINS

pkg.

596

CHOPPED

99!_
EXTRA LEAN ROUiDUND lb.lb 896
2. 9
OISBC EYE TEAKS
lb. 99'
!IF FOR FisTEW
,b.49'
ET WICK BON ES
FrEE

49`
lb 59`
lb.45`
25
lb.49'

lb.

ERAY

lb.

OR TERLINGS
CHIT

ENGLISH ROAST Zr'N''%‘'

SHOULDER SWISS
CUBE STEAKS
BliiiiittEIK KC STEAKS

BONELESS
TENDERAY
FAMILY PAR
TENDERAY

CORNED

lb.1.79
79'

BEEF CHOICE TENDER" lb

69`
NAY% ORAN
ND GES
3 Pts sl
FRESH
FRESH CARROTS
GOLDEN CORN
SWEET POTATOES GTENLIDENR. 29'
GREEN ONIONSZZ ikt,. 2/29'
CALIFORNIA

for

de
79c69
e69'
88'
99'
89*
- 83'
de 69'

cirtitifinfiLE Ras lb
PNEICRSIITLETS
WHOLE
PLF§AE41:1i
PORK ROAST
IESIVPORK HOCKS
PORK STEAKS
UIT

FAMILY PAR

Fresh

SLICED BACON
BACON
SLAB liON

59

l2-oz pkg.

lb.

BRANDlb69'a

FRONTIER BRAND

lb

§r
COTPP OR SALFA.41:53
S

E71
"ZVE3

I lbs

lb.

IDE WHOLE HOG

lb.

PICNICS

-

STREAK-O-LEAN

SALT MEAT MAFresRKET-MADE 396
396
'PORK SAUSAGE
496
ALL-MEAT WIENERS"'
SLICED BOLOGNAmorreus 396
CENTER CUTS,

lb.

121-:. pkg
N
'

DRESSED
FISH

AM MbPA S

lb.

49'
49c Ito!!SAUSAGE
35' POUILSAGE
,b 49e[ FRESH

lb

49'
59'
59'
596
796

WHITING

BRAND

TiNDERLOIN 0' TROUT 55
SANÔWICH FILETS" pkg. 0110 q
lb

ORANGE JUICE.F:FATTHF1111,1AGIL:11 69
69`

FRESH GRAPEFRUITADErgfRUSSET POTATOES'PrAMM 996
49'
CELERY HEARTS FR
Pig

THE LEDGER & TIMES — sit KKAY. KENTUCKY
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E. Blankenship
Makes Changes
In Personnel
E. Blankenship of Kentucky,
602 Maple Street, Murray, have
announced the following changes.
James McKinney, a life long
resident of Murray who lives on
Route No. 1 with his wife and two
daughters, has been appointed
Store Manager.
Dennis Clymer, who has
recently purchased a home at
1653 Ryan Ave. Murray, where he
will live with his wife and two
young daughters, has been appointed outside Salesman.
Cooper Milam, who has been
employed as an outside Salesman
for E. Blankenship of Kentucky
for the past six months, while on
leave of absence form the Budd
Wheel Company in Detroit,
Michigan, is returning to Detroit
in order to complete enough time
- to be able to retire and return to
the Murray-Mayfield Area.
▪ E. Blankenship & Company are
Distributors
or
Original
Equipment,- Automotive,
Replacement Parts and have
been operating a store at 602
Maple Street, Murray. for the
Past eighteen years.

.4
4116lEtallir
.
4Mit
ak WI10
CENTRAL SHOPPING
Prices in This Ad Good Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.-Sat., Jan. 20-21-22-23
CENTER
A LOVELY ACCESSORY
ONE RACK

N. - MURRAY
OPEN 9 A.M.-9 P.M. — MON.-SAT.
HIGHWAY 641

4
'
•
4
?
t
t
r•

KAPCC Also
Combats Odor
POilution
OWENSBORO': Ky.-=LA good
stiff sniff is still the best way to
detect an odor, Miles Smith, field
investigator of the Kentucky Air
Pollution Control Commission
(KAPCC), recently told members of the Green River Pork
Producers Assn., at a meetIng in
Owensboro.
Saying that odors from swine
are not a major problem in
Kentucky at this time, Smith
defined an odor as the property of
an air contaminant tha t affects
the sense of smell. An odor exceeds limits set by the KAPCC if
it is detectable when one part of
odorous air is added to more than
seven parts of good air.
Odors are sniffed out and
measured with the aid of the
"Scentometer " The nose is still
the main tool. The instrument
merely regulates the amount of
odorous air reaching the nose.
While Smith admitted the
''Scentometer" measurement
relies on the investigator's
opinion and striae of smell, he
sheasisal !"1.V.
--,,###.4eet
rerv unreliable

50%

head scarf.

99
REGULAR '1.27

GI

OFF

22

each

it

"BOY'S COATS

Pastel shades, bright colors and prints to add
just the right touch to your outfit, or use as a

BATH TOWELS

Scot

• CORDUROYS
• POPLINS'
•-LNYLONS

41

Solids and prints, in beautiful
absorbent cotton elour. Large
selection of colors. --.

KLI

Give Your Bedroom A New Appearance
With A....

Teeni

BANKAME'RICARD

ONE RACK

REG. 2for 1.00 SAVE 690

DECORATOR BEDSPREAD

LADIES' NYLON

GIRLS COATS

FANCY TRIM

brief panties

Bright florals, stripes, or solids.
Quilted tops. Fulls and twins.
REGULAR '6.97

0
R

sok

.Choo

83it

50%

THUR.
FRI.
SAT

CO
303

Yello

01

OFF

Mem, wide range
pastel colon, ood fancy trim.

Assorted styles and

$44

111

materials. A style to suit
about any young lady.

01

Sizes 3-14.

* LUNCHEONETTE SPECIALS *
FLAT & FITTED

SHEETS
2for$3

"The market outlook remains
sunny," according to the
Alexander Hamilton Institute.
The institute, while taking into
account the considerable rise in
stock prices since May, still
believes there is ''plenty of
room for upside action." The
company sees the "cash-rich"
institutions as sources of
potential stimulation.
The market is advancing in
an "orderly fashion, making
internal adjustments as it goes
along," Standard & Poor's
Corp. says. However, the
company cautions that the
advance "may be too steep to
be sustained for very long."
The firm feels "it would be too
much to hope" that the upward
pace will proceed much farther
"without 'AS more clear-cut
corrective phase than has been
seen to date."

SHEER SCARVES

LARGE, THIRSTY

The "deteriorating- leadership and the "lagging- blue
chips "have weakened the
market's underpinnings a bit,"
according to E. F. Hutton & Co.
The company says if a setback
occurs it is important to realize
setbacks in bull markets are
very different from setbacks
which occur after bear market
rallies. Bull market declines
"are often of a rotational
nature, groups correcting individually, so that the overall
impact is relatively small," the
company observes.
4

PA(

TAKE THE FAMILY AND GO SAVING AT ROSES

Wall Street
Chatter
NEW YORK (UPI)—There is
no evidence the market will
slide back to the lows of last
year, Waddell & Reed, Inc.
believes. In it's support of the
statement the company notes
that considerable money apparently is on the sidelines and
when weakness appears, "this
mopey tends to come in...and
support the market." The
Company acids that "there is
very little that can damage the
optimistic mood of the stock
market at this time."

WEDNESDAY—JANUARY 20, 1771
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THUR.
SAT.

Slightly
Full and twins irregular.
in assorted colors
and white.

Thursday Night

Friday Night

Saturday Night

COUNTRY HAM
PLATE

FRIED FISH

T-BONE

Cole Slaw
French Fries
Hush Puppies
Tea or Coffee

Choice of 2 Vegetables
Rolls
Tea or Coffee

9..27

$1.17

•

Values to '12
MENS

=IP

8-oz
Choi5e of 2 Vegetables
Rolls
Coffee or Tea

SWEATERS

3.96
100% Lamb's Wool
Crew & V Neck Styles.
Asstd. colors.

YOU CAN EAT!

* SATURDAY BREAKFAST SPECIAL *
COUNTRY HAM — 2 Eggs - Coffee

THUS.

SI
Fl
131
CI

78,

Grits or French Fries- Hot Biscuits - Red Gravy

BUY NOW AND SAVE!!
ONE RACK

50%

REG. $6.96 SAVE $3.49

Choose from assorted sizes of Chilton Aluminum
coffee pots, 3 sauce pans, covered pots.
Long-wearing, durable.
each

99v4:

10000 FIBERGLASS

OFF

DRAPES
$3.47

Corduroys and aH weather coats.
Assorted colors and sizes.

THUR.
FRI.
SAT.
ONLY

ASSORTED

PICTURE
FRAMES
Beautiful frames in assorted
sizes and styles. Non glare
glass. A very special buy!
each
LADIES NYLON

t

HOSE
PANTY
REGULAR 2pair'lt

46
C

SHOES! FOR WOMEN
3 RACKS SHOES

FOR BOYS
Save
)1)
\\
at
Nii...........0,
ROSES!

.

1

REDUCED

.........,

ASSORTED STYLES

Must Have Coupon To Take Advantage of These

IMMIIMO lin MI INN OM I==I MR MR =I INN NM IER

Of
DI

SHOES!

First quality drapes ,n Hyton•
decorative colors as greens, golds,
*Vt. and others. Som• el these drapes
leateres the foam backing. Choose front
84 and 4.3 length.

§ip

Gradi
Lag

MEN'S COATS

LOO

ALUMINUM ASSORTMENT

EC

NIB

1

Assorted shades in
with I
etite. 'med., med. tall,
I' this I
tall & extra tall.
"75
coupon I
isOSE'S
- (Limit: 2 pair per customer)
mil01111111117
ri000 JAN, ?.1 22 237.11`m°2
.PUN
k TAT

Prices

T TNT MO UM MINIM MIN 11111111111 NMI NM 1101111. NMI INN INN MIMI MI

[X
,
os_E_s ,

IC ELOFTZ
AI.PACKAGEA-S
z5E. R I
Reg.

8t
wtihtihs I
2 for '1.00 1

pawseltaiev

(Limit: 2 per customer)
•
.......••.“-•'"."-'
COUPON GOOD JAN. 21-22-23

coupons
!
IIMIIMM

33cy

Ii I

FOR GIRLS
..............................................
i
SPRAY DEODORANT
I
CI

1
I
I
I

T2HHAtTo
t
ttla
l VA;

RIGHT
GUARD 1
Regular 7_r_
3.oz. .this I
TOSFS

I

l

customer)
dk cow
:Ptohn iiii
I
...„__
(Limit:
2
Si
per
I
0.---COUPON GOOD JAN. 21-22-,2,3.. WWII.
I

a

-

•

Vc

II,

I I.

S

I INIt

— SILRISA

KENTt UK%

Open from 8 a.m. till 12 p.m.
7 Days A Week for Your
Shopping Convenience.
We Redeem U.S. Gov't
Food Stamps
We Give Treasure Chest Stamps...
Double Tues. and Wed.

PEACHES

pkgs. of 12

Miss Liberty

303 cans

Miss Wisconsin

GREEN PEAS 7/s1 BR/SERVE ROLLS 4 '1

PORK CHIPS

Scott Bathroom

TISSUE
4/roll pkg.
12-oz. Can

Armour's

KLEENEX

TREAT

594

• HAMBURGER

55t
ib.55$
lb.

VIENNA SAUSAGE
ORANGE JUICE
TOMATO SOUP
SORGHUM "e"
FRUIT PIES
BABY FO D
CATSUP

46-oz. can

camPbews

Benton County
Kitchen Treat

104-oz. can

39'
10'

lb.49$

PORK ROAST
STEAK
MEAT DINNERS
BACON
PORK SAUSAGE

51b. pail $1"

Del Monte

lb.
ea
lb.

Blue Seal

49'
FLOUR Blue Seal
10-1b. bag 99'
ORANGE
DRINK
5-1b. bag

De! Monte

"3

1

411

BANANAS

FROZEN
SEALD SWEET
12-oz. can

Green

Cucumbers
Thin Skin
ns Delicious
LemoYellow
Red or
Apples
ipe
ic;iiittoes

Pineapple

GOLDEN RIPE

9,

5/s1
18-oz. jar 29t

No. 2 cans

25-1b. bag

Martha White
Mix
Cake
Beef Pattieirt
24 oz
_Void after Jan. 26
-Richtex. Oil_
2-1b pkg. of

Groundt

se

49`
box.
3/$1

18-in. width

With this coupon

rug Rack

Gal:laed

Preserves i rialtreict)ery
i
Dog Food Leader

TREASURE
CRESI STAMPS
d 3.00 or more
purchase fro7n ot,r

CATFISH
STEAKS ib 89(

Ib

Fresh
with this cOuoon
-, when you buy a
i lb. can of
s MAXWELL HOUSE
1., or EUCTRA PERK
1 - COFFEE
1: Reg. Price 89'
i- With Coupon79i
L Void after Feb 19

BAKING
HENSlb. gibm't
Fresh Water

Peppers
.
/..i

37'
49t
69'

4tol lb. avg.

ORANGE JUICE
104
SAVE
.

99$

CHICKEN
BREASTib.49'
SLAB Reelfoot
BACON 3%ib
2 or Whole
1
/

FRENCH FRIES Frozen
ICE MILK Turner's
CREAM PIES Kitchen Treat

EGGS Liberty
Grade
Largek 2 doz. 89'
MEAL

DAILYNTDRIFERSE H

SEVERALGROU

tot.

RED
POTATOES
bag 29*
with this coupon
and add. '5 or
Mitt purchase.
(Gig. & Daify
Prod. Exc.)
.Void after fart. 26
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Hospital Report
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:40 awn; www.; Sports
KB :3D Men From Shiloh
V •Mon From Wools
:3111 Maw From Doom
/
Music Hall
:30 Music Hall
m

V

0

WSIX.TV
Channel 8
EVENING PROGRAMS

News. Wthr.: Suorti Ott.* Van Dyke Show
Edche's BMW
a...tverstr•
Room tigi
At:Hanlon
Family
•••
Sm•rn
To Rome With
ed.C•1 Ceot4M
,
MedICIO CtOttl

=r4
Sportirtiggic

Movie
Movie
.)4.oclostcrir1
1:

form

sown

THURSDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
CotaisTre 011,01111
CBS MonsIne 100eig
:0 Morning Show
Morning Watch
Show
Miming
•
•Today: Scene "ociav Morning Watch
Watch
Moraine
Today
:X
8 :00 Today, Scone TodarCaotaln Kangaroo
Mike Douglas
▪ :30 Today
Mike Douala&
Mike Douglas
FOIThlv Mien.
:lig Sala of Century
:30 Hollywood Squares Lore of Uhl

Bozo Shone
Bozo Show
Bozo Show
ROMS*, ROOM
Lucy Show
Beverly Nillibilhes
Govrrnel: News
TO•1 On

THURSDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS

▪

2
2

a

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Lassiter (Mrs. Rubie
Lassiter(.

nluM
Dick Covert
Dick Caret

I

January 16, 1971
ADULTS 100
NURSERY 8

Newsi Sing_ ConyentionAil My Chlildren
As ato Work, Turns Lets Make a Deal
AI Days of Our Lives Many SolendoriM ThingNewlywed Game
Dating Game
Ganchno Light
:SP Doctors
Oddillfal Hospital
One Life to LVI
Dart Shadows
USMC
Cromer
sof Workt-Somprsot
F Immo
G(llizzarrs island
ill Tarzan

ecoasorz.K.

THURSDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
• :0 News: Why; SkortsMews: Why.: Sports Dick Van Deka
Alias Smith & Jones
Family Affair
INF •Flip Wilson
Alias Smith & longs
JUTS Nabors
Jim Nabors
Bewitched

Mery Griffin
Mary Griffin

TRICK BACKFIRES
MANAGUA, Nicaragua UPI)
-Ruben Tiberio, 23, who was
buried alive daily as the star
attraction of a county fair, was
crushed to death Monday when
his glass coffin 0:collapsed
beneath weight of earth piled
on him.
Police said fairgoers paid 15
cents to look at him in the
coffin eight feet underground.
The incident occurred at El
west of
Sauce 80 miles
_

Dick Covet
Dick Court

DISMISSALS
Mrs. Dorothy Taylor, Route 5,
Murray, Mrs. Loyale Wyatt, 307
North 7th, Murray, J. T. Burton,
Box 116, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
Robbie Raspberry, 421 South
10th, Murray, Mrs. Charlotte
Lamb, Route 3, Murray, Mrs.
Margarette Winchester, Box 173,
Hazel, Lloyd Boyd, 1004 Sharpe,
Murray, Charles Waller, Box 24,
Hart Hall, Murray, Mrs. Willie
Turner, Route 5, Murray, Master
Craig Crawford, Route 7,
Murray, Terry Barnett, Box 23,
Hardin, Hubert Barros, Route 2,
Steve
Master
Hazel,
McReynolds, 905 Meadow Lane,
Murray, Dennis Williams, 675
Hart Hall, Murray, William
Garrison, Route 5, Murray, Mrs.
Eva Hilt, Route 6, Box 1278,
Murray,- Mrs. Ninnie McCallum,
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Tonle
Cleaver,712 Murray Ct., Murray,
Mrs. Mattie Melton, 309 South
16th, Murray.

President Nixon has signed into broadened eligibility makes it
law new education benefits for possible for men and women to
wives and children of prisoners of use their GI Bill benefits sooner
war, and for servicemen sign while still in military service,
have served 181 days of active Johnson explained.
duty rather than two years as Under the new law, the wives
was previously required. The and children of those members of
new benefits became effective the Armed Forces on active duty
Dec. 24, 1970, according to Ad- who have been listed for more
ministrator of Veterans Affaris than 90 days as missing in action,
Donald E. Johnson.
captured, "or forcibly detained
The reduction in the active duty or interned in the line of duty by a
requirement to 181 days also foreign government or power,"
applies to the eligibility of ser- are eligible for educational
vicemen for GI loan guarantee. benefits.
benefits, Johnson said. This For apprenticeship and on-the-

WHAFS A KLACKER?
Hurry out to ROSES in the new Central
Shopping Center and see the latest toy sensation,
the "KLACKER" demonstrated, beginning today!

Klackers Are Regularly 81.25

SANTA FE SPRINGS, Calif.
UP! -A motorcyclist died
Monday of injuries suffered
when struck by a hood which
had blown off an automobile on
the San Gabriel River Freeway.
Dead was Elbert L. Setter,

DAVALILLO LEADS
CARACAS, Venezuela (UPI)
-St. Louis Cardinal reserve
outfielder Vic Davalillo was the
leading batter in the 1970-71
Venezuelan Winter League with
a .380 average in 51 at bats.

Travel Film
Gets Award
FRANKFORT, Ky.-The
Department of Public Information recently received a
citation of merit from the
Michigan Outdoor Writers Assn.,
Commissioner Kenneth F
Harper announced.
The film, "Re-discover Kentucky," was given the "Teddy"
Award, named in honor of
conservation
America's
president, Theodore Roosevelt,
by the judges of the 1970 National
Outdoor Travel Film Festival.
After viewing 30 films from
numerous sources, the judges
rated the Kentucky film superior
to most outdoor and travel
Movies.
The 15-minute, 16MM,. color
film shows Kentucky's state
parks and scenics in fall color, as
well as recalling the romantic
past with views of Cumberland
Gap, Ft. Harrod„"My Old
Kentucky Home," Shakertown
and the Lincoln and Davis
Memorials.
During the past few years,
Kentucky has won a number of
national awards for travel
literature, an international
award for poster material and
s recognized for its
standing work in travel
promotion, Harper said.
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Fryers
3 LB. PKG OR MORE

L8

Hamburger •

DETERGENT
9C
5

3 LB. PKG. OR MORE

Ground Beef

L819

5t

BEEF'

Rib Steak
FIRST FIVE RIBS

Beef Rib Road-

LB

89c

Bacon

LtNntAL

all

transistor radio

ELECTRIC
the personal

25t OFF
,

5 LB
4 OZ
BOX

WITH
COUPON
IN AD

"37C

MED. GREEN

Shrimp

A&P

FACIAL TISSUE

ALLGOOD SLICED BACON

59d

200 Ct Boxes

2 LB

$115

4/99;,

RIB
ROAST
ITEMS-BIG SELECTION

NORTHERN

BATHROOM TISSUE
Single Roll
I1L ,2
(BANANAS

LB.
TEMPLE

CELLO

-- ws)
Oranges "

Radishes
Orange Juice

Apples

BUTTERMILK'
POTATOES
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FRESH CHILLED

ROME

NEW PROGRAM
DETROIT (UPI(-Detroit Police Commissioner John F.
Nichols will appear on a weekly
radio program, answering questions called in by listeners. The
program is called, "Buzz the

Crwr.,
•rndie
•Wkomn
EVDM

PLATTER SLICED

Sweaters-Pants-Dresses

Murray, Ky

29, El Monte. The driver of the
car was not held.

FRESH WHOLE

SUPER RIGHT

This Week Only
OFF

504 Main Strreet

FREAK ACCI)Etn

January 17, 1971
ADULTS 101
NURSERY 9

SALE!

The Youth Shop

reduction in the allowance. Fulltime training, Johnson explained,
contemplates a work week of at
least 30 hours unless collective
bargaining has established a
lesser standard for a work week.

job training courses under the GI
Bill, servicemen are required to
take 120 hours of training per
month to receive full training
allowance, and a lesser number
of hours result in a proportionate

INVESTIGATE LETTER
LONDON (UP!) -Scotland
Yard detectives today investigated a letter sent to the Daily
Express threatening
Prime
Minister Edward Heath, currently in Singapore for the
Commonwealth prime ministers' meeting.
The letter said the "Angry
Brigade" was after Heath and
added "we're getting closer."
The letter, mailed in North
London Sunday, was similar in
appearance to one sent to the
Guardian on the night two
bombs exploded at the home of
Minister of Employment Robert
Carr, a police spokesman said.

price,quality,trim & selection with any super market...

A CONNECTION?
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
LONDON (UPI(-The government may launch an investiga- Baby Girl Mathis(Mrs. Dortha
tion to determine whether Mathis), Rt. 1, Hardin, Baby Boy
candy cigarettes lead children to Watkins(Mrs. Ave Watkins), Rt.
smoking, a
member
of 7, Murray, Baby Girl Garland
( Mrs. Sherri Garland), Rt. 1,
Parliament said.
Social Services Secretary Sir Almo.
Keith Joseph told the House of
DISMISSALS
Commons Monday if such a
probe proved a connection Mrs. Gedia Armstrong and
between candy cigarettes and Baby Boy, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs.
srnoking he would look into a Dina Stokes and Baby Boy, Rt. 5,
possible ban on their manufac- Murray, Edison Moore, Rt. 4,
Murray, Gregory'Semenza, 317
ture.
N. 4th, Murray, Mrs. Gladys
Spann, 1005 S. 16th, Murray,tirs.
Barbara Merino; 717 Elm St.,
, Mrs. Leona Williams,
Murray
Rt. 2, Hazel, Master Allen.
Cochrun, Rt. 1, Farmington, Miss ,
Regina Windsor, Rt. 7, Murray,
Master Gregory Workman, Rt. 1,
Murray, Phillip Cole, Box 1277
University, Murray, Fleetis
MOST WINTER
Hannah, 2034: N. 16th, Murray,
Frank Leffler, Box 28, Hazel.

We have remodeled and now include a
new Boys Department

PACI.

New Benefits For Wives And Children of Veterans
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PACE THIRTEEN

Graduates
Eligible
For WAC's

SHEER BLACKMAIL
BUDAPEST (UPI)—Two Budapest streetcar snow workers
who had an idea how to avoid
work on a cold night have been
sent to jail for one year.
The snow cleaners met two
_tokL.--Altem they _ _w
plainclothes policemen and that
" they suspectid theni of prostitution.
If you will do the snow
shoveling and, in addition, be
nice to us, we will not report
you to our headquarters," they
told the girls.
The girls timidly agreed, but
the case came before court
when the men boasted about
; their adventure_

EGGS

Kobe St Hanson

BY

0Jan.
•20
41t.
INk; .
RPolitliktqtrItIC111
fisrAdar of

JOHN

•

1782 . 1859

Archduke of Austrt•

-- General and Iiegent
MLA

4111011i

4

Preserves

Pie Filling
21 -oz. can
39'

Kraft Pure

Orange Juic

K rey
Dishwashing

Wisconsin

LIQUID
IVORY
22-oz 43$

GREEN
PEAS
17-oz. 2139*
can u

HERE

Musselman's
CHERRY

"NOV

Vienna
Sausage

CHILI
with BEANS
15 oz can

2 Gal
1
/

a/89C ,4a,'D 2/49'

BREAD
19;

59;

Pure Vegetable

.
,
Snowdriffth:Nt

PEPSI - RC
or 7.UP

SUPER VALUE

3-Lb. Can

6

79t

16-oz.8-Bottle Ctn.
with bottles
or deposit

16-0z. Loaf

EREEIFREE! FREE!

OZ

'save lot

omoo.o...ommomotTh

WITH THIS COUPON WHEN
OF
YOU BUY A 1-1b. can

3/25'

Parker's
1-1b. can only

79$

3

Buy.Two at Regular Price and get

ONE FREE
Beef - Chicken - Turkey
Offer Expires 1-27

Offer Expires 1 —27—

Ba:n

rildliCe
RUBY RED

GRAPEFRUIT

49
lbs. 19;

5-lb. bag

MILD YELLOW

Trli ONIONS

Bars 2

uts"

47,1

104•4.
-:16.,'ITee*

SOAP

ONE COUPON PER FAMILY • OFFER EXPIRES

Frosty Acres POT PIE

•

JERGENS
LOTION MILD
WITH
COUPON

Buy Two at Regular Price and get
ONE FREE of equal value
Sliced Beef, Corned Beef, Sliced
Ham, Dark Turkey, Sliced Chicken,
Breast of Turkey

with this coupon

PRINGLE'S
NEWFANGLED

POTATO
c' CHIPS
9-oz.
2 Cans 69'

MAXWELL HOUSE'
OR ELECTRA PHI ." COFFEE
AT

Leo's LUNCH MEAT

can

2 Can
/
Lge. 21

WET WE! FREE!

with, this coupon

DOG
FOOD

PEACHES
3/89'
COUPON

* COUPON *
PARKER'S SUPER MARKET

* tO-UP0N--*--r
PARKER'S SUPER MARKET

-- TORT-

DEL MONTI XV LOW CLING

FRESH TENDER
1-1b. bag

PARSNIPS

29c

FRESH CRISP

CELERY

36 Size

FANCY CABANA

BANANAS

Yellow Ripe

2 Stalk: 25;
9;
lb.

LEAN, MEATY ALMOST BONELESS BOSTON BUTT

,b 39

PORK ROAST
•Lean, Tender

Fresh Ground ALL BEEF

lb

Lean, Meaty PORK

HAMBURGER—SP-ARE RIBS
lb
lb
494
49'

40411— MAX

49c

FIELD'S WORTHMORL

,FROSTY ACRES

CREAM PIES trvZ 3/79;
FROSTY ACRES

SLICED BACON

1 lb
Pkg.

49;

Sliced, Smoked

Armour All-Meat

Jowl Bacon one
45;
3-lb.07
12oz. Pkg.
lb

49'

FRESH

FISH STEAK
FRENCH FRIES

Beef Patties

CHICKEN LEGS & THIGHSll,49'

Boneless

Pkg 2/49c
89s;
2 Ibs

GARDEN DELIGHT

Lean, All-Beef

FRESH CUT

BROCCOLI
FROSTY SEAS

Wieners

CHICKEN BREAST
4

Bama STRAWBERRY

18-oz.

Miss

SHOP

"IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY .. YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE!"
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Women college graduates
Looking for professional positions
that offer additional training,
increasing salaries and travel
opportunities may be interested
in direct commissions in the
Women's Army Corps.
SFC Carl T. Jackson, local
Army recruiter, said a limited
number of college graduates
between the ages of 20 and 33 will
be accepted by the Department of
the ArTy as commissioned officers in the Women's Army
Corps this year. Selection is
based on academic background,
potential
for
character,
leadership and capacity to
assume position's of major
responsibility after a relatively
brief training period.
"To qualify for an officer's
commission," the recruiter
explained, "the applicant needs
at least a bachelor's degree from
an accredited college or
university," and "if she has also
had a year of working experience, she may start out with
a higher rank."
SFC Jackson said hundreds
jobs are open to selected officer
applicants, and specialized
training at Army schools is one of
the many advantages in
becoming a member of the Corpt
Officers desiring to continue their
formal education are encouraged
to take off-duty courses with the
Army paying up to three-fourths
of the required tuition.
Some of the jobs available to an
officer in the Women:s Army
recreation
include
Corps
director, finance officer, ad. ministrator, communications
supervisor, production and
traffic coordinator, psychological
. warfare analyst, personnel.,
director, educator, guidance
counselor, public relations account executive,' graphic arts
designer, academic analyst,
management consultant, inArmy
analyst,
telligence
organization representative and
lawyer.
These are but a small number
of the positions held by WAC
officers, according to SEF
Jackson. Because of the need for
qualified people, WAC officers
who have special abilities and
scientific training may be
assigned to tasks using their
talents.
One appealing aspect of
becoming a member of the
Women's Army Corps is the.
opportunity to see a great deal of
the United States, Europe, the
Canal Zone or across the Pacific.
When traveling as a part of her
Army job, a WAC officer travels
first class with expenses paid,
including the shipping of
household effects from one post
to the next. During her 30 days
leave with pay each year she may
choose her own vacation spots.
SFC Jackson said the initial
term of duty as an officer in the
Women's Army Corps is two
years. Continuance in the Corps
after two years is on a voluntary
basis with no time limit.
Additional information about
today's WAC Officer Program
can be obtained by contacting the
Army recruiter at the Post Office
Bldg in Mayfield or phone 2474525.
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Swift Premium ProTen

Bryan's All-Meat
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. lb.
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lb.45 4
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Flavor-Kist Saltine

COOKIES
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1
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7
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Margarine
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-

19'

WASHING
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e-,-
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7381 days o
p.m.

sl"
Kraft

Qt.

Kraft

Del Monte

NICE MO1
electric
throughout.

King Size

GIANT

49f.

16-oz.

NICE PRI1
for colleg
refrigerator
One block I
753-6425 day
S.

29'

8-oz.

Kraft

. !raft Apple

Kraft Chocolate

_ VERY LAF
ni.shed apart
boys. Privet
entrance, pli
heat, all util
location. Ay
Bilbrey, pho
1257 nights.

DRESSING..

Marshmallows French Dressing Miracle Whip -

t

-

-Paday

1

Kraft Miniature

, Biscuits

, ..
- WANT ON1
bedroom fu
/
,three othi
references i
: 1551.
.-FURNISHE
block from
- room house
tended. Ava
. rate, 4 adu
• $30.00, 2 ac
. 125.00. Adv
period of FI
1971. 4 adu.
$450.00. 2 ac
1, 8350.00. Shc
only. John(
or 753-2649.

Kraft 1900 Island

59'

12-oz.

59'

Twin Bag

9'

16-oz.

HCHEESE

Potato Chips

Ballard Sweet Milk

et:C4 -

Kraft American Single Sliced

611141.!,.,,,,

[

lb.

35'

lb.

Geer Strain,ed

BABY
FOOD

Field's

Chili Stick Braunschweiger
69c;
491

Nabisco OREO or CHOCOLATE CHIP

15-oz.

12-oz. pkg.

b49

Field's

Shank Portion
AM

Emge

Pure

PRIVATE,
room for s
f
.. blocks
Available JE
2672.

_-

Old Judge

ISHE
t* • FURN•
f three or foui
753-7381 de:
5:00p.m.

NICE 8 rooi
10 to 16 g
plenty of bi
for Sororit3
/
. 7381 Days or

.
I.' VACANT It
„bedroom. C
' after five p.1
.
.

Coffee

.1•1 ).

Richtex .

WESTERN
Inc., has at
rnent of Mot
increased p
an
rates
proximate'
person may
protest will
Motor Tran
Kentucky, I
or reasonsl

79'
Veg-All

Ixed
Shortening
Paper Towels
Cake Mix
39$
a65$ Vegetables 19
45'
49,
Kotex
ego
S
3/89(
RED
POTATOES
ORANGE JUICE
69, io_oz. 2/49'
29'
FISH §TICKS
45' GREEN BEANS- Th:.
CELERY
LI1TIE COB CORN-1E2-2249'
12.0z.
FRESH
SLAW
Peps
i or
Green
19'
BEEF PATTIES
10
'
.
59, Beans 19 7-Up 69 BANANAS
EGGS
PIZZAS

AUTO INS
driver. LA
payments.
surance, Hs

No. 303 can

3 lbs.

2 Rolls

17-oz.

Super

Diet Drinks

* FROZEN FOODS *

FROSTY ACRES
..

$25.00 ret
formatIon I
conviction
been steal
signs from
Kentucky.

* PRODUCE *

10 Lbs.

dauc

12°1

Realt
753-5(

lb

FROSTY ACRES 14 oz

12s

FROSTY ACRES ,

Stant

Bush Cut

10 Pack

TRIANGLI
Aurora is
plate lunct
and Magler

16-oz.

,

-

ELECI'801
vice, Box 2
Sanders.
mington.K1

lb

TOTINA •

15 or

-303 can.

8-bottle

-LARGE CAGE

2 Doz.

carton

••••

•
seesse`e.osselee.— V

Rqt

•
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WANTED:

base guitar
boy. My w
.- Wednesday
:-- - 6:1-igni.
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group
MURRAY, Ky., Jan. 19 - A recently-tormed campun
effort
an
in
tonight
here
rallied
Front
known as the Student
at Murray
to obtain the liberalization of dormitory policies
State University.
from
The group, led by five out-of-state students, marched

TIRE SALE: 4-ply nylon whi
sidewall, premium grade, wrap
around tread design. Federal
excise tax included on all prices.
775x14-$21.23,
650:13-117.85.
855x14423.83. FRANKFORT, Ky.825x14-$22.09.
845x15-$23.63. Complying with the Federal
815x15-$22.09.
Holiday Act and a
900x15-$25.07. 4-ply Polyester Uniform
endorsed by the state
white sidewall; 885x14-$26.37. similar one
re, the Kentucky
legislatu
truck
pick-up
6-ply
845i15-$25.25.
of Banking and
tires premium traction; 700x1 Department
recently released the
$28.80. Compare price and Securities
holidays to be observed
quality. You can't beat Uncle banking
t the commonwealth.
throughou
J27C
Jeff's.
Providing for the annual observance of certain legal public
EXCELLENT, EFFICIENT, holidays on Mondays, the law
economical, Blue Lustre carpet was passed by the Kentucky
cleaner. Rent electric shampooer legislature on March 16, 1970, 1
$1.00 at Big K.
J23C vilthout the signature of
Governor Nunn.
Securities
an
REMNANTS IN stock, SO to 40 Banking
E. G. Adams
ioner
Commiss
d,
ery-War
Montgom
per cent off.
the
Jan/5C noted: -Whenever optional
510 West Main Street.
choice of closing day in the case
minor holidays is
BIRCH WALL cabinets, conk- of certain
with the bank's
nary
discretio
to
pletely finished and readyand does not
ent.
managem
install. Provincial style. Ideal for
approval by this
utility room or wage. Phone require prior
J26C department."
753-9705.
However, Adams recombanks give adequate
CONSOLE STEREO with stereo mended that
of their particular
notice
public
753Phone
radio, $80.00.
dates.
closing
J25C
16 after 5:00p.m.

ONE BEDROOM furnished
garage apartment. Electric heat.
Located 1621 Farmer. Phone
J2OP
Mayfield 247-3391.
PRIVATE, NICELY furnished
room for serious student, two
from
University.
blocks
Available January 28. Phone 753J20C
2672.
WANT ONE ben; to share two
bedroom furnished home with
three others. Deposit and
references required. Phone 753TFC
1551.

a,
fi
e
-

.1

FURNISHED APARTMENT one
block from University. Also fly
room house at 621 Broad Ertended. Available now. Weekly
rate, 4 adults $32.50, 3 adults
230.00, 2 adults $27.50, 1 adult
$25.00. Advance payment for
period of February 1 to June 1,
1971. 4 adults 1500.00, 3 adults
$450.00. 2 adults $400.00. I adult
2350.00. Shown by apointment
only. John 0. Pasco Jr. 753-7278
J20C
or 7,53-2649.

P,.
VERY LARGE four room furnished apartment for two or three
boys. Private bedrooms, private
entrance, plenty parking. Central
heat, all utilities paid. Downtown
location. Available now. Baxter
Bilbrey, phone 753-5617 days, 753J21C
1257 nights.

WOMEN! DO you 'need estaia
1961 FORD station wagon. Phone
money to help with winter ex- FRONT WADING portable dishJ2OP
436-5894.
penses? Earn up to 64.00-per hour washer. Slightly damaged. Big
in spare time as a Vanda Beauty Savings. Dunn's TV & ApTFC pliances, South 12th St.
J22C
1961 CADILLAC hearse. Good Counselor,75471l..
con
Air
ut.
througho
condition
1965 MOBILE HOME in excellent
damned front and rear. Can be
kitEMIPIEN-WANTED
J2OCT
condition with furniture and air
seen at 304 South 16th.
NICE PRIVATE sleeping room
REFINERY CORP. conditioner. Phone 753-7930. J22C
TEXAS
for college boy. Bath and
offers opportunity for high in
refrigerator. Private entrance.
come PLUS regular cash and THREE PERCENTAGE
Phone
One block from campus.
vacation bonuses, abundant Charolais Bulls, ready for service
753-6425 days of 753-5962 nightfringe benefits to mature man in in the spring. Three percentase
J21C
s.
Murray area. Regardless of Charolals heifers, Also 11169
experience, air mail J. C. Pate, Honda 160, and 1963 Dodge pkOtNICE MOBILE home, 10x52,
Pres., Texas Refinery Corp., Box up. Call 435-4383 after 500
carpeted
heat,
electric
711, Fort Worth, Texas 76101.
p.m.
throughout. Phone 753-6044. J21C
J21P
AKC REGISTERED female I h
months old. in gd
41),. PRIVATE OR SEMI-Privale
Inc., Setter. Three
Co.,
Mooring
LAKES
TWIN
JIP
Phone 753-7440.
r" rooms for girls. Central heat ad
health.
U. S. Highway 68 and Jonathan
- air conditioning. Private enCreek, Kentucky Lake. Outside
trance and kitchen. 1603
work. Base pay $1.80 per hour.
• Hamilton. Phone 753-2668 after
J21F hearing aid batteries for all make
1968 IMPALA COUPE,307 motor, Apply in person.
J26C
5:30p.mi.
two door hardtop, white vinyl
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. 1TC
roof, factory air and power.
OP- BALDWIN PIANOS and organs,
J22C EMPLOYMENT
SJICE FURNISHED apartment Phone 753-2521.
PORTUNITIES with new in- rent $10.00 monthly, rent applies
for three or four girls. Phone 7537381 days or 753-5108 after 5:00 1967 SIMCA four door, one owner, dustry. Heavy and light precision to purchase. Used spinet pianos
TFC radio, two new tires. Good in- machinery and fabrication. and organs. Lonardo Piano
p.m.
J21C Openings for; Manufacturing or Company, "Your Complete
terior. Phone 753-7241.
methods engineers, maintenance Music Store." Paris, and Martin,
FURNISHED APARTMENT for
J22C
three or four college boys. Phone 1962 CADILLAC Deville, extra foreman, senior manufacturing Tennessee.
753-7381 days or 753-5108 after clean, good condition, full power, engineer, senior industrial
superintendent 1000 BALES Timothy and Clover
TFC factory air, new tires. Financing engineer,
5:00 p.m.
,fabrication, hay. 70c per bale Call John
and
ng
machini
trade
available. Would consider
superintendent assembly and Rayburn, Benton, Kentucky 527NICE 8 room dorm. Suitable for for small car. Phone 753-6392s
J22P
J21C test, machinery and fabrication 9129 after 5:00p.m.
10 to 16 girls. Large kitchen,
Ideal
space.
m
foreman. Minimum 5 years
bathroo
of
plenty
•
experience or equivalent degree. SPECIAL SALE on AKC White
for Sorority group. Phone 7531963 CORVI-AR, needs some Qualified applicants may apply
7381 Days or 753-5108 after 5. TFC
Peddle PUPP. Also one 'toy
work. Brand new tires, $40.00. immediately at Kentucky State Toy
-Poo. One grown white
Peek-A
J22C Employment Service, 319 South
Phone 753-8208.
•
Pekingese Phone 7534469
male
VACANT MOBILE home, two
J28C
7th Street, Mayfield, Kenafter 6:00 p.m.
_bedroom. Call 753-7671 or 753-8333 1966 FAIRLANE GT, 390 engine; tucky.
Jan. 21C
after five p.m.
excellent condition. Off white
FIREPLACE WOOD. Call
interior. Good tires. Priced to
Dennis Chester, 435-4895 after
J22P
6:00 p.m.
sell. Phone 753-1738 after 5:00
WESTERN Kentucky Stages, p.m. See at 101 Clarke St., near
Inc., has applied to the Depart- Hales Trailer Court.
.125P 25 ACRES with four room house
not quite finished, basement,
ment of Motor Transportation for
SAME THIEF
reasonable. Two miles west of EVERETT, Wash. ( UPI increased passenger and express
Lynn Grove, turn at Crittenten's
apto
amounting
rates
When a robber pointed his
Store,south two miles. Phone 435proximately 4 percent. Any
pistol at grocery clerk Mrs.
J21C
person may protest by filing such FOR ALL your home alterations, S02.
Berle Brenner, she said. "Oh
protest with the Department of repairs, remodeling, etc., new or
no, not again!"
Motor Transporta ion, Frankfort, old. Free estimates. Call 753-6123.
"That's right, baby," the
February 15NC
Kentucky, stating the grounds of
r r
1
therefor
Mrs. Brener recogra
GENERAL REPAIRING, odd rOUND:LARGE grey cat, found thief Sunday as the same man
AUTO INSURANCE for every jobs, painting. Phone" 435-5802: on Vine Street. Phone'153who had held her up Jan. 1.
J21C 6050.
driver Low rates, monthly
J22P
payments. Jerry Lovett Insurance,Hardin,4374251. J28C
ABY SITTING service, weekStarting February 1st, 1971,
days.
REWARD
4:30, 50e per hour. Brick
to
8:30
in, $25.00 reward offered for
house next to Presbyterian
and
arrest
to
leading
n
formatio
church, 16th and Main. Just drop
tonviction of person who have
J25C
in
estate
been stealing my real
Merray,
in
s
propertie
from
signs
Kentucky.

FIRST. CANDIDATE to toss
his hit into the 1972 presidential lace, Sen. George
S McGovern, D-S.D.,-calls
for a •'s econd American
Revolution" and pledges in
Sioux Falls to withdraw
every American soldier
from Vietnam.

dormitory to dormitory picking president's residence.
up supporters, moved to the
The group stood on the !root
Little Chapel in Wnther Hall for lawn at "Oakhurst" for about
wound
and
a speaking program,
3 minutes chanting "We Want
up on the front lawn of Presi- HIlitry!" Finally, Mrs. Sparks
dent Harry Sparks' borne, Oak- appeared and told the students
hurst, chanting "We want her husband had not returned
Harry!"
from a meeting on campus.
The rally was peaceful and
The students then dispersed
there were no incidents.
and with no incidents.
quietly,
The Board of Regents will
Student Front's primary
The
,
meet Saturday to consider a pot
objections to the new dorm propose! for new dormitory regu- posals are:
lations drawn up by a group
1. There is no provision for
of administrators and students visitation rights.
at the direction of the univer2. Parental consent must be
sity's administrative council.
Held
MISERABLE 40 DA
obtained by females before they
The Student Front has indi- can observe Open dormitory captive 40 days by kidnapcated the new proposals are hours.
ers in Brazil, released
not strong enough.
Swiss Ambassador GiovanStudent
Spokesmen for the
HOLIYWOOD(UPI)-Chris- ni Enrico Bucher tells
Front during the Little Chapel topher Connelly, completing • newsmen in Rio de Janeiro
meeting were:
MGM's "Going All Our in
he had a small room, hard
John Boardway, Liverpool. Atlanta, ("a., visited the state
bed, a bottle of gin, cards,
RineCinch
N.Y., sophomore;
capitol where Governor Lester
radio, television, bodita arid
hart, Vincennes, Ind., sophc Maddox presented him with an
records, but was miserable.
more; Steve Dombrosld, Manes- autographed axe handle.
quan, N.J., junior; Gall Petreiskt, Chicago Heights, III.,
junior; arid Jim Castaldd, Hobart, Ind., junior.
The following counter-proposal has been adopted by the
Student Front and will also be
presented to the Board of Regents on Saturday:
"Whereas the dormitory pollnow in effect at Murray
Sidle University are considered
discriminatory as they now
exist, and do not mirror the
wants and needs of the its
dents, the following proposals
liave been dratted to try to
rectify this situation:
"1. Elimination of mandatory
hours. Specific policy will be
decided by a democratic vote
within each dormitory.
-2. Creation of visitation
rights. Specific policy will be
decided by a demooratic majority vote within each dormitory."
Dornbroski, s t re ssing a
"peaceful reform," urged students not to be satisfied with
appeasement nor allow themselves to be intimidated.
Both Dr. Sparks and Dean
Matt Sparkman were invited to
attend the Little Chapel meettag, but indicated they had prior
commitments and didn't show
up.
After the Wrather Hall meeting broke up, Dombrosld suggested the group march to the

Crossword Puzzle
AC1tOSS
1 Pilaster
5 Stitches
Extinct
highness bird
12 Jump
13 IlUiCiW4
14 Vasa
IS frame of
mind
17 Not* of scale
IS Mike lace
19 Goddess oi
discord
21 Name
23 Unswerving
27 Compass poim
281 Become
Seem or
211 Unii

3 Scottish C119
4 Comes iMo
rism
5 Small shoot
6 Babylonian
deny
7 intellect
II Narrow
opening
9 Mumble
10 Spoken
11 Poker stake
16 Orb. oil three
avenging spirits
(12r. rel.)
20 Maces ter
warship
22 Preposition
23 Narrow, flat
beard
24 Rip
25 Sun god
26 Number
10 Snub

III

WANTED: SOMEONE to give
buy electric trains
bass guitar lessons to 14 year old WANT TO
-arty
except
n Flyer or Leonel,'
night
AMeriCa
day
week
Any
boy.
Phone nsonef
after
condition
753-4464
or
age
Phone
Wednesday
J29NC
Murray 'Ky.
6.06 eini

WASIIIINGToN, D.C. 1s71)- Array 'Nurse Corp..
ad she haa the star,
Anna hip. Heys,-ienter,
a brigadier gineral pinned on her uniform by General W. c.
B.
Westmoreland, Army chief of staff, lefty and Lt. Gen. Hsi
Ha s,
-Jewennes--4es- salsignien- aostgest-sif-41se Army. Gwaersi
sAti'sZifir feerered- free libtfai.fiditei.- 4V11-34" ter Pentairoe
the Army Neese Corps" first general officer.

menu

Encourage
Army meal
Staff
Simplest
Longs tor
Note of scale
Chinese mile
Document
Couple

Boundary
Bed's home
Pedal digit
Baker's
product
57 8. mistaken
58 Lair
61 Parent
(colitis.)

49
50
54
56

K:mittaral9 Mil
014 MII
gal
a 17

Ii
,
465 II

IáUUIiflilil
:itigiAllilUUU
NE
11111"UR
111111
UUUU36P4°
lira
Iiil
Villiiiill
3
UU
IR
il
III
UU
UUU
46
47
iiig§
a
war IIUMil
ail
n
Wil ii
n
lie
WIUUm11"
,
r,
UU
UU
il
iiIUa
Distr.

y

I WA5 60IN6 TO BEEP SOU,
BUT I DON'T REAL& NAVE
TIME...PERISAP5 SOME OTHER ON,.

Claude L. Miler,
Realtor
WANT TO BUY loft or 12 ft. wide
753-5064 phones 753-3059
homes. Contact Brandon
J22C mobile
Dill, 753-7230 after 4:00 p.m. J21C

•

nem pow nom

currency
31 Stale sheep
34 Cooled lave
35 Small
hand pump
12 3 4
38 Ex ist
39 Attempt
41 Ottspong
42 Titles
15
1U116
44 Spinal
article
46 Maces
48 Unadorned
51 Hindu prim,nt
52 Ventilates
53 Latin
ii
contunctien
SS Looked slyly
59 Hostelry
60 Indefinite
number
62 father
63 I/tiny'.
in law
64 Rip
65 Dull-tilie bird

ts

TRIANGLE RESTAURANT in WANT TO boy; logs and standing
Aurora is now open; Serving
irnber. Also have for sale lumber
plate lunches and catfish Willie
Saw Mill
nee and sawdust -Murray
and Maglene Brovrn
753-4147.
Phone
Co.
and Lurnber
TFC
ser&
SALk.S
ELECTROLUX
vice. Box 21a, Murray. Ky. C. M. WANT TO BUY four tickets
Sanders, phone 382-2488, Far- Western Murray games. January
J29NC
mington,Kentucky.
J22C
23. Phone 753-7629

GIVR 000B MOM
MMM OMOOMOMUM
MOKIMM EOM
OF3P1001
100=1
IMMO TOGS Mall
WORM ST-30 ormIE
COMM UMW =IMO
OMDM
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0001 MOO MOO

Its seeds
are the
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Map has
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vi
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0.490
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W. C. Hall Rites
Held Here Today
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Quotes

Federal State
Market Report

off limits for boys

From The
(Continued From Page One)
as one might think, but rough. skating parties, potluck suppers, The final rites for W. C.
Federal State Market News
N. J. law prohibits males
Thursday Couples
The snow started falling on the slides, and visiting the sick.
"
Service
(Connie)
Hall
of
Murray
Route
Bowling League
day that Fred Vance's wife, If these teenagers can not find Seven were held today at two
Murray,
Tuesday
January
19
from use of beauty shop
By United Press Interne
Dolly, was being buried. Some of fun, in my opinion, they aren't pan, at the chapel of the J. H.
SAN FRANCISCO-R.W Ky.
Team
the folks had trouble getting looking too hard.
NIILLBURN,
N. .1. t UK: In this affluent North
Murray Livestock market:
A freshman of Murray Churchill Funeral Home with Pin Busters
home, he remembers.
17 lessen, a California wildlif Livestock weighed on arrival.
Jersey suburb, the beauty parlor is where the boys
Rev.
Terry
Sills
officiating.
1
management supervisor
High School
Red Birds
:o praising
are.
volunteer efforts t Cattle this week 114
Bonnie Lyons Pallbearers were Carnell The Fighting Four
has
Parlor
24
Beauty
Robert's
year,
last
In
the
Brandon,
Calves this week 12
Wells,
James
Ten Pens
Mrs. Ada Simmons tells us that
24 clean up the oil slick on beache Compared to last week:
increased its business 25 per cent by accepting male
Sylevester Paschall, Jimmy
San
Francisco
along
Bay:
Spares
customers.
she remembers when Murray
27
lower,
Slaughter
Cows
1.00
Kuykendall,
Bill
Collins,
and
Odd Balls
High School burned in 1906 but Dear Editor
But Robert Rams and Robert Bonasl-partners in
27 "Weve had an exceptiona vealers not tested last week,
Raymond Crawford. Burial was
amount of interest by the public
Night Owls
the shop. find their thriving new business threatdoes not exactly remember the
20
feeder steers and heifers steady.
in the Sinking Spring Cemetery
ened by a 1933 state law that prohibits them from
Four "C"s
1920 incident. 1906 was the year It is really a- shame the
34 They are turning out in drove
with the arrangements by the J.
Slaughter cows: Utility 18.00treating men.
Rescue
Squad
Calloway
County
supplying
their
own
and
clea
Rockets
she moved to Murray from Almo.
14
20.25, Cutter 16.50-18.00, Canner
H. Churchill Funsral Home.
Bantus and Bonas are leaders in a campaign
Alley Cats
She went to school in the building must discontinue their good work
34 equipment."
Mr. Hall, age 85, died Monday,
14.00-16.50.
against the "obvious discrimination" of state laws,
Reapers
now used by Warren Seed because of lack of money. When
36
Vealers: Mixed Good and
at 3:10 p.m. at the Murraywhich allow both sexes to patronize barber shops but
WASHINGTON-Presidential
West Siders
Company because the school had will Calloway County wake up
36
permits
no male customers in beauty shops.
Calloway County Hospital. He
Choice 180-240 lbs. 36.00-41.50.
states
and
out
what
other
and
fine
Press
Secretary
Ronald
L
Strikes
burned. Miss Louella Houston
41
Choice
300-500
circulating petitions among their custom'
and
his
Feeder
Steers:
are
wife,
Vallie
May,
had
,
They
such
P.D.S.
was her teacher and Gus Brown counties are doing to finance
42 Ziegler, commenting on the use lbs. 32.50-35.00, mixed Good and
'M's and lending support to a woman hair stylist who
been married for
years.
U.S.
aircraft
in
of
Cambodia:
was the principal. She had to take operations?
L &M's
44
already has run afoul of the law.
He is survived by his wife,;
Choice 300-500 lbs. 30.50-32.50, 500her own chair, she remembers. Until April of last year, I lived
Misfits
44 "I would not rule out the 700 lbs. 28.00-30.50.
Katherine Knichel, an employe of a Belmar, N. J.,
En another state. Not only tax- three daughters, Mrs. Fred
possibility of some U.S. aircraft
beauty parlor, was found guilty last April of giving
300-500
Feeder
Heifers:
Choice
Hughes
of
Hazel
Route
Two,
Mrs.
payers, but every family that
ferrying
supplies and some
High Team Game (SC)
a haircut and shampoo to a male customer, in a- suit
Hafford Paschall of Murray
personnel in Cambodia but that lbs. 28.00-29.75, mixed Good and
Miss Ada says that the first snow lived in the county were required
Pin Busters
brought by the state hoard of barber examiner's
709-717
Choice 300-500 lbs. 26.50-28.00, WORoute Four, and Mrs. Robert
has not taken place."
in 1917 carne on December 7 and to pay $10.00 per year for the
Red Birds
She appealed the case to the state Superior Court,
711
700 lbs. 24.00-26.50.
Stewart of Detroit, Mich.; one
where it is to be heard in about two months.
she remembers that it came volunteer equipment. ExReapers
706
son,
Lake
Hall
of
Murray
Route
WASHINGTON-President
above her shoes in no time at a:1. penditures were reported every
"We don't think it's fair. It's just an antiquated
Four; ten grandchildren; eleven
Nixon, giving his reasons for Federal State Market News
law," Ramus said.
She reminded us that at that time quarter for the public to see
High Team Game (HC)
great
grandchildren;
one
she wore the high shoes called 16 where their money was going.
Their new customer* include "doctors, lawyers, all
Pin Busters
812-820 halting work on the cross-Florida Service
You say it is too much like a daughter, Mrs. Robert Orr, died Red Birds
barge canal:
kinds of people. They want their hair a little
eyelet shoes which came up
817
Monday
Siffif1/15(
18
Mayfield,
tax, and the voters don't want in July of 1965.
groovier." Ramus said.
pretty high.
Reapers
806 "A natural treasure is involved Ky.
more taxes? Being a registered
in the case of the barge canal- Mayfield Livestock Market:
For $13 a -1Ufi gets a shampno, a haircut and a
restyling into the "loose look" at Robert's. Ramus
voter and taxpayer, neither do I.
the Oklawaha River-a uniquely Livestock weighed on arrival..
High Team Series (SC)
says he would never give a crew cut.
Mrs. Ragan McDaniel says the But a tax, the school tax for inPin Busters
2096 beautiful,, semitropical stream, Cattle this week 230
4.111.011111111111110•11MSOMArir
i
snow began on November 2, 1917 stance,is not fair. Many property
Reapers
2064 °mot a very few of its kind in the Calves this week 20
and stayed until March. She well owners, such as those retired,
Red Birds
1989 United States, which would be Compared To last week:
destroyed by construction of the Slaughter cows fully 1.00 lower,
remembers this she says because have no children, grandchildren,
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Waddle, 1206 W. Main, w
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—
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Now You Know
By United Press International
Mohair, the coat of the angora
goat prized as a fiber because it is
more lustrous and smoother than
wool, has those qualities because
the microscopically small scales
that cover each hair are more
spread mit,thig.LONC.of wool.
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SOIL SPORTS
FOLKESTONE, England
( UPI)-Customs officials have
put a damper on a plan by divers
to salvage 60,000 bottles o
champagne from, a 15-year-old
French wreck and well them at a
cheap price. They told the mess
they would have to pay duty o
each bottle.
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